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EbTVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA? FINAL RULES ON POLYCHLORIBATED 
BIPHEX'YLS (PC81 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

Xajor Provisions of Final Rule Amending 40 CFR 761, 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls in Electrical Transformers (Federal 
Register of l!Wuly 1988). 
Major Provisions of Final ble Amending 40 CFR 761, 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls; Exclusions, Exemptions and Use 
AsIthorizati.ons (Federal Register of 27 June 1988) 
Federal Register, 19 July 1988, pages 27322 through 27329 
Federal Register, 27 June 1988, pages 24206 through 24221 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), through two separate Federal- 
Register actions, recently amended existing regulations concerning 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Enclosures (1) and (2) summarize these .. 
amended rules. Enclosures (3) and (4) provide the complete Federal Registers 
amending the regulations. 

2. Our point of contact for PCB matters is Barbara Sparks, Code 18% Autovon 
221-8531/8176 or Commercial (202) 325-853118176. 
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T. J. ZAGROXLNy, 
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‘8 ., . ,: . hAJOR PROVISIONS OF FINAL RULE AMENDING 40 CFR 761, POLYCHLORINATED 
BIPHEEYLS IN ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS, FEDERAL REGISTER OF I9 JULY 1988 

dL4 ,' Reference: (a) CNO ltr 5090, Ser 451/5U395842 of 18 Ott 85 

1. Installation of PCB Transformers: After 1 Ott 1985, you cannot install PCB 
transformers in or near commercial buildings, except for the following two 
cases: 

. . 

a. In emergency situations, PCB transformers may be installed until 1 Ott 
1990. These transformers may only be used for'1 year or until 1'Oct 1990, 
whichever is earlier. For example, this means that if you install a PCB 
transformer in a commercial building (emergency situation) on 25 September 
1990, it must be removed within'5 days. The owner must maintain documentation 
on the emergency installation. 40 CFR 761.30(a)(l)(iii)(B)(l) gives specifics 
on this documentation. If emergency installation occurred between 1 Ott 1985 
and 1 Sep 1988 ,-the transformer owner must notify the EPA Regional 
Administrator in writing by 3 Ott 1988. This notification must include the 
documentation information required by 40 CFR 761.30(a)(l)<iii)(B)(l)~ EPA 
defines "emergency situation** as when immediate transformer replacement is 
needed to continue service to power users 81& neither a non-PCB transformer _. 
nor a PCB-contaminated transformer is readily available for installation 
(i.e., available within 24 hours). ,. 

.f”@- 

b. Retrofilled PCB transformers.may be installed for purposes of 
reclassification until 1 Ott 1990. The EPA defines l 'retrofill*' as removing 
PCB or PCB-contaminated dielectric fluid and replacing it with either PCB, 
PCB-contaminated, or non-PCB dielectric fluid. Retrofilled transformers may 
be used for 18 months after installation or until 1 Ott 1990, whichever is 
earlier. For example, a retrofilled transformer installed on 25 Sept 1990 
must be removed on 1 Ott 1990. If the transformer is reclassified, that is, 
tested after 3 months of operation and found to be PCB-contaminated or 
non-PCB, the transformer may be left in place after the 18 month/l Ott 1990 
deadline. Transformer owners must maintain the documentation specified in 40 
CFR 761.30(a)(l>(iii)(C)(l). If PCB transformers were installed for 
reclassification between 1 Ott 1985 and 1 Sep 1988, the transformer owner must 

-notify the EPA Regional Administrator in writing by 3 Ott 1988. This 
notification must include the documentation information required by 40 CFR 
761.3O(a)(l)(iii>(C)(l~. 

Note that EPA makes an exception for retrofitled "mineral oil PCB 
transformers.** EPA defines a mineral oil PCB transformer as any transformer 
that was originally designed to contain mineral oil dielectric fluid and which 
has been tested and found to contain 500 ppm or greater PCB. Retrofilled . 
mineral oil PCB transformers may be installed for reclassification purposes 
indefinitely after 1 Ott 1990. 

.- 

2:Radial PCB transformers in or near commercial.buildinns must, by 1 Ott 
1990, be equipped with electrical protection against transformer rixptures 
caused by both high current faults and sustained low current faults,, 

,---- - . :. 
: 
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. .t. 3. Higher secondary voltane 

buildings must, by 1 Ott 1990, be 

f-- 
or non-PCB status. (This is a requirement of the July 1985 PCB fire rule 
amendments and was not changed by the July 1988 amendments.) 

4. Lower secondary voltage network PCB transformers in or near comercial 
buildinns. but.not.in.sidewalk vaults must meet.one’ of the following two 
requirements: . 

a. By'1 Oct'1990 must be equipped with elvtrical protection against 
transformer ruptures caused by high current faults, or 

b. By 1 Ott 1993 must be-removed from service. 
. 

As of 1 Ott 1990, if the owner has not provided electrical protection for the 
transformers in this category, he must register them in writing with the EPA 
Regional Administrator. 40 CFR 761.30 (a)(l)(iv)(C) specifies information to 
be provided. ~ 

5. Lower secondary voltage network PCB transformers in sidewalk vault-s near 
commercial buildings must be removed from service by 1 Ott 1993. 

6. Mineral oil transfomers: If the owner assumed that a mineral oil 
transformer contained less than 500 ppm PC8 (as allowed by the regulations), 
then tested the transformer and found that it contained 500 ppm or more PCB, 
the transformer then becomes subject to all requirements for PCB transformers 
given in 40 CFR 761. 40 CFB 761.30 (aI through (J) provides a 
schedule of compliance efforts needed for such transformers. 

7. Alternate marks for PCB transformer locations (vault doors.'machinery room 
doors. fences, hallways, etc) are allowed if a program using these marks was 
initiated prior to 15 Aug 1985 and if other specific requirements are met. 40 
CFR 761.40 (j) provides these requirements. 

Bate: Per reference (a), for Ravy purposes "in or near commercial buildings** 
means within the interior of, on the roof of, attached to the exterior wall 
of, in an adjacent parking area serving, or within 30 meters of a 
non-industrial non-substation building. Commercial buildings include: (1.1 
civilian or Navy personnel assembly buildings, (2) educational properties, '(3) 
institutional properties (including museums, hospitals, clinics), (4) 
residential properties (living quarters), (5) stores, (6) office buildings 
(including administrative buildings), and (7) transportation centers 
(including airport terminal buildings, subway stations, bus stations, or train 
stations). 

. . 
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~,JOR pROV'ISIONS OF FINAL RULE A&DING 40 CFR 761. POLYCHLCRIRATED 

BIPHENYLS: EXCLUSIONS. ExwPTxoNs AND USE AUTHORIZATIONS, - 
FEDERAL REGISTER OF 27 JUNE 1988 

Reference: (a) 'Fonecon btwn Barbara Sparks (PAVFAC 18lA) and Art Johnston 
(REHC OOD) of 8 Sept 1988 

1. 
1. Materials contaminated from spills from-an item containinn 50 or more upm 
PCB: These mate,rials (including equipment and structures) may be used and 
distributed in commerce provided they are decimtsminated in accordance with 
applicable EPA spill cleanup policies. 

/ 
2. Used oil to be marketed a<d burned for energy recovery; The rule 
establishes restrictions and recordkeeping requirements for marketers and 
burners if the used oil contains any quantifiable level (that is, 2 ppm or 
greater) of PCBs. Used oil is presumed to contain quantifiable levels of PCB 
unless the marketer obtains analyses or other evidence that the used fuel oil 
does not contain quantifiable levels of PCBs. 

3. Workers servicing heat transfer and hydraulic systems containinn PC&: EPA 
removed the regulatory requirement that owners of the systems provide, and 
workers wear, Viton elastomer gloves when performing maintenance work on heat 
transfer systems and hydraulic systems containing PCBs. Rote that, per 
reference (a), protective gloves should still be worn for this work. The Navy 
Environmental Health Center (HEHC) recommends Nitrile gloves. If conditions 
require greater manual dexterity than can be achieved with Nitrile gloves, 
Viton elastomer gloves may still be worn. However, they are more expensive 
than Nitrile gloves. 

. . 
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BONMEHTAL PROTECllON instructions. searching for existing data &sonable risk to public health or the 
NCY sources. gathering and maintaining the environment. EPA’s August 1982 

data needed, and completing and .dedsion to allow the continued use of 
40 CFR Part 761 reviewinn the collection of information electrical transformers containing PCBs 

7 dpT+6203SG; FRL 33-1 

Forychlorinatod Biphenyls in Electrical 
Transformers 

rceMcY: Environmental Protection 
? zency (EPA). 
ACTiON: Final rule. 

Send co&rents regarding the burdeo . 
estimate or any other aspect of this 
collection of information. including 
suggestions for reducing this burden, to : 
Chief, Information Policy Branch PM- 
223. U.S. Environmental Protecticm 
Agency, 491 M Street SW., Washington, 
DC 294% and to the Office of 
information and Regulatory Affairs. . 
Office of Management and Budget. 
Washington DC 29503. 

~P+WARY: EPA issued a proposed rule, 
published in the Federal Register of 
h2gust 21.1987 (52 FR 31738) which 
ctoposed amendments to the rules 
*;reming the use of polychlorinated . . 

* iyhenyls [PCBs) in transformers. . 
j”rn- ong other things. this document 
n ~.“.I . Iizes those amendments which are 
Jzlated to the installation of PCB 
2rcnsformers for emergency or 
,il rctassification situations and. with 
,=odiIication. the use of an alternative 
‘z&e) on PCB Transformer locations It 
ti:\s 3 modifies some existing enhanced 
t, !+.:trical protection requirements on 
t.;wer secondary voltage network 
,;-:+.asformers. and sets guidelines for 
>;ri:tging PCB Transformers previously 
3.jsumed to be PCBcontaminated 
0; t Isformers into compliance with all 

,fip,Jicable regulations. This document 
Zects changes made in response to 

~:or.~ments on the proposed rule. 
*ATE In accordance with 49 Cl% 23.5 
3 ;O FR 7271). this rule shall be 
3 romulgated for purposes of judicial 
2 *view at 1 p.m Eastern Daylight Tiie 
Z:n August 2,198a. These ementiments 
&I1 be effective September 1.1988. 
=7fl FURTHER INFORMAl-tON CONTACT: 

*wad based on the reported low’ 
frequency ofleaks,and spills of PC% 
from this equipment compared to the 
.h,igh costs associated with replacing this 
equipment with substitute transformers 

> or requiring secondary containment to 
limit the spread of spilled materials. 
EPA determined that the most cost- 
effective means for reducing the risks 
posed by leaks and spills of PCBs’ ,from 
these transformers was to require 

‘.!i::hael M. Stahl. Acting Director, TSCA 
.\ssistance Office (TTS-7991, Office of 

‘I’ouic Substances, Envtronmentef - 
Protection Agency, F&I. E844.401 M 
ltreet SW., Washington, DC 20460, (ZOZ- 
iS-&1404), TDw202-554-0551). 
5UPPLEMENfARY tNFORYATtO)(: %?CtiOtl 

He) of the Toxic Substances Control Act 
i i.SCA) generally prohibits the use of 
I’CBs after January 1.1978. The statute 
JOCS. however, set forth two exceptions 
ander which EPA may. by rule. 811OW 8 

g,&cular use of PCBs to continue. 
Coder section 6(e)(2) of TSCAEPA may 
.~llow PCBs to be used in a totally 

I c*nclosed manner. TSCA also 81iOWS 

EPA to-authorize the use of PCBs in a 
manner other than a totally enclosed 
manner if the Agency finds that the use 
“will not present an unreasonable risk 

- $ injury to health or the environment.” 
Public reuortinn burden for this * 

,#iectior&nfo&ration is estimated to 
averaxe 188 minutes per response. 

e for re;iewing- * 

. 

L BackgrourJd . routine inspections, repairs. and 

EPA promulgated a rule. which was 
ChLtllp 

published in the Federal Register of May 
’ After promulgation of the PCB 

31.1979 (44 FR 31514). to implement 
~~~~~~ Use Rule, additional 

section 6(e) (2) and (3) of TSCA under 40 
information came to EPA’s attention 

CFR Part 701. The rule. among other 
which indicated that fires involving 

things, designated all intact. nonleaking 
transformers that contain PCBs may 

capacitors, electromagnets. and 
Dccur more frequently than previously 

transformers. other than railroad 
expected. Thus. EPA subsequently 

. 
transformers, a8 “totally enclosed.” thus - 

undertook an evaluation of the fire- 

permitting their use without speci5c 
related risks posed by the continued use 

authorizations or conditions. The 
of transformers that contain PCBs. and 

Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) 
. . the costs and benefits of measures 

petitioned the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
‘“designed to reduce those risks. EPA 

the District of Columbia Circuit to 
issued a nrooosed rule, uublishecl in the 

review s number of provisions of the 
rule. in&ding the portion of the rule 
that designated all intact and 
nonleaking capacitors, electromagnets, 
and transformers as “totally enclosed” 
@wironmentaI Defense Fund, Izzc v. 
Environmentd Protection Agency, 636 
Fnd 1267). 

Federal Register of October 11.1984 (49 
FR 3-), which contained EPA’s 
determination that PCB Transiormer 
fires (fires involving transformers 
containing greater than 500 parts per 
million Ippm) PcBs). particularly those 
&a which occur io or near commerical 

On October 3R 1960. the court. among 
other things, decided that there was 
insufficient evidence in the record to 
support the Agency’s classification of 

transformers. capacitors, and 
electromagnets 88 totally enclosed. Ths 
court trtvahdated this portion of the rule 
and remanded the Nile to EPA for, 
further action. 

As a consequence of the October 1980 
decision, EPA undertook 8 number of 
nrlemaking actions. One such nJe was 
published in the Federal Re@stez of 
August 25.1982 [4? FR 37342) [hereafter, 
“PCB Electrical Use Rule”). This ride 
authorized, among other things, the 
continued use. until October 1.1985. of 
PCB Transformers [electrica) 
transformers containing greater than 500 
ppm ecus) in facilities involved in the 
handling of food or feed items. and 
authorized for the remainder of their 
useful lie. the use of all other categories __ _. 

buildings, do present risks to human 
health and the environment. EPH 
r-eached.this determination after 
considering the toxicity of materials 
which can be formed and released 
during fires involving this equipment as 
well as the potential for human and 
environmental exposures to these 
materials from a single incident, and the 
expected frequency of incidents over the 
remaining useful life of this equipment. 

The Agency issued a final rule, 
Published in the Federal Register of July 
17.1985 (SO FR 29170) (hereafter, the 
‘X3 Transformer Fires Rule”) that 
amended the PCB Electrical Use Rule. 
The FCB Transformer Fires Rule placed 
additional restrictions and conditions on 
the use of FCB Transformers, 
particularly PCB Transformers located 
in or near commerical buildings. Among 
other txovisions. EPA banned the 

. 

furthe; installation of PCB Transformers 
in or near commercial buildings, 
required the removal of PCB 
%nsformera that posed particularly 

of non-railroad electrical transtormers 
containing or contaminated With PCBs, ’ 
b the pcB Uectrical Use Rule, 16pA . . ;- h@ fir+related risks. and required the 
made a determination that authorizing installation of enhanced electrical 
&e use of these transformers for the . . 
remainder of their useful life [subject to 

protection on all other PCB 
. Transfcumem located in or near 

certain conditions) did not present an ’ commerical buildings. 
. . -. . . 

7” . 
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After the promulgation of the PCB 
Transformer Fires Rule. Mississippi 
Power Company (hereafter. “Miesissippi 
Power”) filed a petition for review of the 
rule. In the context of settlement 
negotiations. EPA agreed to issue. for 
publication in the Federal Register, a 
notice of interpretation and to propose 
to amend portibns of the PCB 
Transformer Fires Rule. 

EPA issued a Notice of Interpretation 
df the PCB Transformer Fires Rule. . 
published in the Federal Register of 
December 31.1986 (51 FR 47241). that 
darified several provisions of the 
regulations governing the use of 
electrical transformers containing PCBs. 
The questions concerned: (1) The PCB 
Transformer registration requirements; 
(2) the requirement for the removal of 
stored combustibles near PCB 
Transformers: (3) the requirement for the 
reporting of fire-related incidents to the 
National Response Center. (4) the 
definition of commercial building; (5) the 
status of mineral oil transformers which 
are found to contain over 500 ppm Pubs: 

(6) the ban on the installation of PCB 
Transformers in or near commercial 
buildings; and (7) the requirement for - 
the labeling of the exterior of PCB 
Transformer locations. 

Mississippi Power also raised 
additional. more substantive issues 
regarding EPA’s ban on the installation 
of PCB Transformers. the requirements 
for enhanced electrical protection of 
lower secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformers. and the requirement for 
the labeling of the exterior of PCB 
Transformer locations. First, Mississippi 
Power questioned whether EPA had 
intended to ban the installation of PCB 
Transformers in emergency situation6 
(where no other non-PCB substitute is 

avaiiable) and the instaIlation of 
retrofilled PCB Transformers when 
installed for purposes of reclassification. 
Further. Mississippi Power asked EPA to 
reconsider the requirement for enhanced _ 
electrical protection of lower secondary 
voltage network PCB Transformers - 
because of space constraints in 
aidewalk vaults, lack of eatable (i.e., 
waterproof) fuse endosures. and 
Mississippi Power’s belief that the cost 
of fuse installation is hvo to four times 
higher than EPA originally estimated. 
Finally, Mississippi Power asked that 
EPA allow the use of alternative labels’ 
on PCB Transformer locations. when 
such labeling occurred voluntarily prior 
to the effective date of the PCB 
Transformer Fiires Ruie. 

EPA evaluated the additional 
._. information tubmitted by Mississippi 

Power in the context of settlement 
negotiation6 and decided that the new 

* . . 

of certain of the Agency’6 previous 
determinstions. This mle present6 the 
result6 of the Agency’s further 
evahrations and fmahxes. with some 
modification, the proposed emendments 
to the requirements of tbe PCB 
Transformer Fires Rule: 

.EPA received 15 comments onthe 
proposed rule. four of w&h were 
received after the close of&e comment 
perk!, October 5, 1987. There were no 
requests for en informal hearing. 

‘EPA has considered all the comment6 
&eived in response to the proposed 
rule (as well as comment6 received after 
the close of the comment period).and 
has modified the final rule where 
appropriate. Some comment6 either&d 
not address issues in the proposed 
amendments. misinterpreted a proposed 
requirement. or, in one case. raised an 
interpretive issue. outside the scope of 
this nrle. that cannot be immediately 
resolved. This issue concerns enhanced 
electrical protection on radial end low 
secondary voltage networkPCB 
Transformers. EPA considers the issue 
outside the scope of the rule because the 
rule addresses only issues agreed upon 
in the Settiement Agreement. 

In order to reduce the fire-related 
risks posed by the use of PCB 
Transformers. the July 1985 Transfoormer 
Fires Rule required. among other things, 
enhanced electrical protection on all 
radial PCB Transformers and low 
secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformen in use in or near 
commercial buildings by October I. 
13%. The role called for current-limiting 
fuses or other equivalent technology 
which detect high current faults and 
provide for complete deenergitation of 
the transformer within certain time 
limitations before tramformer ropturs 
occurred. The August 1967 proposed 
amendment retained that requirement, 
but offered, as en option to this 
.pmtection. transformer removal by 
October 1.1993. 

‘Ihe interpretive issue raised by two 
comments suggests that complete 
deenergization of s faulted transformer 
is not necessary to achieve the Agenq.6 
goal, f.e, to prevent PCB Transformer 
ruptum from a fire-related incident. Abe 
argument is that since most FCB 
Transformers are three-phased with a 
cunen?-limiting fuse on each phase, and 
that since most fault6 are internal fault6 
end limited to one phase, deenergisation 
of the specific faulted phase would 
achieve ‘the required level of protection 
against rupture. Thus. these comments 
maintain that it is not Mcessary to 
deenegtze the entire tranefomer, 

information to be certain 
partial deenergization (i.e., of the fault+-:; 
phase) would suffice in all situations. 
That is. EPA is not able at this time to 
statg that deenergiration of the faullrd 
phase is equivelent (in terms of 
protection against rup:ure) to total 
deenergization of the transformer. ES’:\ 
suggests that the commentors provide 
supplementary information so that Ef.4 
may resolve this interpretive issue. If 
EPA finds that deenergizetion of the 
faulted phase is equivalent to complete 
deenergization, EP.A will issue en 
interpretive notice stating so. In the 
meantime, EPA requires enhanced 
electricel protection to echieve cornpie!,. 
deenergization of a faulted transformer 
as stated in the )ul:y 1985 final rule. E!‘A 
hes prepared a support document for 
this rolemaking that responds to those 
comments that did not result in 
modification of the rule. This document. 
entitled “Response to Comments on the 
Proposed Amendment to the PCB 
Transformer Fires Proposed Rule. June 
1968.” is in the public record and is 
available for review and copying from 1: 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
except legal holidays, in Rm. NE-CDM. 
401 M Street SW.. Washington, DC 
zw60. 

For e more detailed discussion of all 
the issues involved in this rulemaking. 
see the proposed rule. published at 52 
FR 31738, August 21,1987. 

II. Summary Of The Foal Rule 

Under section 6(e)(2)(B) of TSCA. EPA 
ten authorize a use of PCBs provided 
that the we l ‘wiB not present an 
unreasonable risk of injury to health or 
the environment.” EPA had determined 
that the use of PCB Transformers until 
October 1.1965 in facilities involved in 
the handling of food and feed item6 and 
the use of all other categories of non- 
raikoad electrical transformers 
containing or contaminated with PCBs 
for the remainder of their useful lives 
would not present an unreasonable risk 
of injmy to health or the environment. 
However, EPA later determined that . . 
PCB Transformer fires (fires involving 
transformers conteining greater than 500 
ppm PCB). particularly fires which occur 
in or near commercial buildings, do pose 
risk6 to humans end the environment. 
EPA determined that the continued use 
of PCB Transformers without additional 
regulatory control measures would 
present an unreasonable risk of injury to 
health and the environment and thus, m 
the PCB Transformer Fires Rule, 
imposed further restrictions and 
conditions on the uBe of PcB 
Transformers. 

- . 



among other things; the f&ther 

The PCB Transformer Fires Rule 
required the marking of the exterior of 

installation of PCB Transformer3 
(electrical transformer3 containing 500 

PCB Transformer locations with the PCB 

ppm or greater PCBs) in or near 
commercial buildings. The PCB 
Transformer Fires Rule also placed 

identification label. and orohibited. 

conditions on the continued use of lower 
secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformer3 in’or near commercial 
buildings by requiring that these 
transformers be equipped with 
enhanced electrical protection as of . 
October 1.1990. Enhanced electrical 
protection was required by EPA to avoid 
electrical failures leading to fire-related 
incidents. 

Following promulgation of the PCB 
Transformer Fires Rule, Mississippi 
Power filed suit anainst EPA. In 

purposes of reclassification: and (c) the 
use of an alternative label to mark the 

Trensfomercrin emergency situations 

exterior of certain PCB Transfot7ner 

(when no other non-PCB substitute is 

locations piovided the labehng program 
meet9 certain specific requirements. The 

available); (b) the installation of 

amendment will also offer owner3 of. 
Iower secondary voltage network I%B 

, 

Transformers located in or near 

retrofilied PCB Transformers for 

commercial buildings the option of 
enhanced electrical protection by 
October 1. ~90 (as ir currently 
required). or removal by October I, 19% 
Further. EPA is prohibiting the use of 
lower secondary voltage network PCB ’ 
Transformer3 located in sidewalk vaults 
near commercial buildings as of October 
1.1993. 

comments submitred in the context of 
settlement discussion, Mississippi 
Power asked EPA to consider: (1) 
Clarifying the current language of the 
requirements for enhanced electrical 
protection by substituting the word 
“rupture” for “failure”; (2) modifying the 
requirement for enhanced electrical 
protection of lower secondary voitage 
network transformers because of space 
constraints in existing sidewalk vault 
locations; (3) allowing the in3taIlation of 
PC5 Transiormers in certain 
circumstances, such as in emergency 
situations and for purposes of 
reclassification: (4) allowing the use of 
alternative labels in situations where 
such labeling was voluntarily initiated 
prior to the effective date of the PCB 
Transformer Fires Rule: and-(51 _ 

In the proposed tule. EPA used the 
tern “toregister” in connection with 
notifvinn fue oersonnel where PCB 
Tra&fo&ersrwere located. This term 
was used because legally it meane “to 
record formally and exactly.” EPA’3 
enforcement experience with 40 CFR 
761.30(a)[l)[vi). however. has 
demonstrated that some persons have 
misinterpreted “to register” to allow 
informal. nonwritten actions in place of 
a formal written record. To avoid 
misinterpretation. EPA has made it clear 
that it interpret3 this term to mean to 
inform or notify in writing. 

Fiialiy. EPA is amending 40 CFR 
7g1.30(a)(l) (iv) and (v). by deleting the 
words “failure” and “failures” and 
substituting the words “rupture” and 
“ruptures” to avoid ambiguity in the 
language. and is requiring a specific 
rchedule for bringing mineral oil - _ 

establishing a specific schedule for -- transformers. found to contain 500 ppm 
bringing mineral oil transformers. which or treater PC&. into comdiance with 
are tested and found to contain 500 ppm th<applicable regulation;. . 

III. Discussion Of The FmaI Rule 

A. Installation Of PCB Transformers 

or greater PCBs. into compliance with 
applicable requirements. 
- -After reviewing the new information 

submitted by Mississippi Power and 
others, and considering their request3 
for amendments to the PCB Transformer 
Fires Rule, EPA determined that tbe 
issues raised by Mississippi Power and 
others warranted further Agency 
consideration and, therefore. proposed 
certain amendments to the PCB 
Transformer Fires Rule. In this . 
document, EPA is amending the 
regulations that ban the further 
installation of PCB Transformers in or 
near commercial buildings and impose 
certain requirements for enhanced 
electrical protection, a3 of October 1. .- 

- . -- 19% on lower secondary voltage 
network PCB Transformers. 

- . EPA is alro amending the regulation3 
tO,~llOw: (a) The installation of PCB 

The PCB Transformer Fires Rule 
banned the installation of PCB 
Transformers in or near commercial 
buildings after October 1.1985. In the 
August 2X 1987 proposed rule. EPA 
proposed to allow the installation of 
PCB Transformers in or near commercial 
buildings in two situation3 that EPA 
believes warrant special consideration. 
The first is in emergency situations, 
where neither a non-PCB Transformer 
nor PCBContarninated transformer is 
currently available to replace a failed 
PCB Transformer. and immediate 
replacement is necessary to continue 
ek&ical service to the entity or entities 
served bv the transformer. The second is 
for.purposes of reclassification, 30 that a 
retrofilled bansformer may accrue the 

necessary in-service use time tD fdlow 
reclassification of the unit. AS discussed 
in the proposed rule (52 FR 51742). EPA 
believes installation of PCB 
Transformers for these two uses. under 
the conditions specified. will not present 
an unreasonable risk to human health or 
the environment. These provisions. a3 
modified, are in 0 701.30[a)(l)(iii) of the 
final rule. 

In order to ensure consi3tent 
treatment to those owner3 who InstaIled 
PCB Transformers in emergency 
rituations or for reclaseification 
purposes between October ~1985 and 
September 1,1988. EPA has added 
5 76lXi(a](l)(iii)(D) to the final rule. 
Those owners must notify the 
appropriate Regional Administrator of 
ruch installations within 50 days after 
the effective date of the rule. 

1. Emegency instohtion. in the 
proposed rule, EPA solicited comment9 
on the availability of non-PCB 
Transformer9 for use in emergency 
situations and the ability of power 
companies to purchase and receive non- 
PCB Transformers quickly for use in 
emergency situations. This information 
was requested since various electric 
power companies had indicated 
reolacement non-PCS Transformers 
wkre not readily available. EPA 
received a comment confuming their 
non-availability: therefore, EPA assume3 
that non-PC2 Transformers or PCE 
Contaminated transformers are typically 
neither readily available for installation 
nor can they be quickly acquired. The 
final rule retains the propnsed 
provision9 on installation of PCB 
Transformers in emergency and 
reclassification situations in 
5 76~.50(a)(l)(iii)(A). 

The proposed rule required 
documentation to support an 
“Emergency Situation” in accordance 
with the definition in $781.5. There was 
no comment on maintaining 
documentation. For compliance 
monitoring purposes, EPA is adding to 
the final rule the requirement that 
documentation be completed 30 day3 
after installation and be maintained at 
the owner'3 facility. The documentation 
required to show an “Emergency 
Situation” is set forth in the final rul: in 
5 761.5O(a)(l)(iii)(B)(I) (I’) through (~1). 

EPA received a comment on the 
proposed amendment as to whether a 
PCB Transformer installed in an 
emergency situa tibn could then be 
subsequently reclassified to non-PCB or 
PCB-Contaminated transformer status. 
EPA’s response is that a transformer, 
originally installed in an emergency 
situation. can be subsequently . 
reclassified if the reclassification to non- 

. 



~cB or PCB$on!amineted status is 
_ . . . ..eted within the I year allowed for 

n ,, ;a,ansformer originally installed in an 
emergency situation or by October I. 
3990. whichever is earlier. If the 

. transformer cannot be reclassified in I 
year or by October I, 1696. whichever.is 
earlier, the transformer must be 
removed from service since it was 

- originally installed in an “Emergency 
Situation” as defined in 5 761.3. lo the 
fina?.rule. this requiremenl i9 Lo 
0 761.30(a)(l)(iii)(B)(3). 

2. InslaIlation for r&ossification 
purposes, Although the current 
regulation prohibits the replacemeqt of a 
failed PCB Transformer with another 
PCB Trensfomrer in or near a 
commercial building, EPA believes that 
retrofilling end reclassification should 
be available a8 a viable option for this 
equipment. EPA has typically 
encouraged retrofilling end 
reclassification and believes that the 
benefits of reclassification in certain 
situations approach the benefits of PCB 
Transformer replacement. 

Thus, EPA reconsidered its 
determination to ban further installation 
of PCB Transformers as of Oc!ober I. 

: 1985 and proposed extending the 
; effective date to allow the installation 

until October I. 1996 of retrofilled PCB 
Transformers so that these units may 

,e; 
accrue the necessary in-service use time 
to allow for reclassification. The final 
rule requires documentation of the 
installation of PCB Transformers for 
reclassification purposes.to be 

! maintained on the owner’9 premises in 
0 761.36(a)(l)(iii)(C)(I) (i) through (iv). 

EPA solicited comments on the tire 
needed to achieve reclassification. EPA 
received comments that reclassification 

L to a non-PCB or PCB-Contaminated 
transformer can take as long as 3 years. 
However. EPA believes !hat 18 months 

t provide sufficient time to reclassify a 
I retrofrlled PCB Transformer to a non- 

. PCB or. at least. a PCB-Contaminated 
status and added that time period to the 
final role in 0 76136(a)(l)(iii)(C)(Z). EPA 
believes that the benefits of allowing the 

. use of a FCB Transformer for this very 
limited time outweigh the potential risks 

‘involved. Allowing a re!rofil)ed PCB 
Transformer to be placed in sewice for 
reclassification purpose8 encourage9 
oivnem of PCB Transformer8 to 
reclassify these units end is consistent 
with the intent of the rule, which is to 
phase out gradually the use of PCB 
Transformers. 

Thus, EPA ie allowing the installation 
of retrofilled PCB Transformers until 

. . . . October I. 1990; however. their in- 
iemice time is limited to 18 months after 
installation or uniil October 1.1990, 

,n- .-- .-whichever is earlier, to achieve . . 

aclassification to a non-PCB or XB 
Lontamineted otatuc. Therefore. for 
iractica) purposes. a PCB Transformer 
vould have to be installed for 
eclassification purpose8 with enough 
ime allowed for it to reach at least the 
CB-Contaminated status by October I. 
,990. 
EPA has also decided to allow this 

,equirement to appiy retroactively to 
Mober I. 3963:for installation of PCB 
rranaformers for emergency and 
rclassification purposes which hea 
nlreedy taken place. Therefore. EPA has 
srovided for these sihiations in 
D 761.36(a)(1](iii)(D) of the final role. 
However, those owners who installed 
PCB Transformers between October 1. 
~185. and September 1.1966. must 
provide the Regional Administrator. 
wi!hin 36 days after the effective date of 
!his rule, a notice in writing tha! the PCB 
Trensformer we9 installed for 
reclassification purposes. Information to 
be provided for compliance monitoring 
purposes includes (1) The date of 
installation: (2) the type of transformer 
installed: (3) the FCB concentration. if 
known, a! the time of installation: and 
(4) the reclassification schedule. These 
requirement8 were added in the final 
rule under P 761.30(a)(l)(iii)(D). 

EPA recognizes that there are 
differences between the installation for 
reclassification purposes of a retrofdled 
mineral oil PCB transfonncr and an 
“askarel” PCB Transformer. Since 
installation of a re!rofilled mineral oil 
PCB transformer would no! present an 
unreasonable risk. EPA proposed that e 
retrofilled mineral oil FCB transformer 
could be installed indefmitely after 
October I. 1966 for reclassification 
purposes. I!s reclassification to e PCB- 
Conlaminated transformer or a non-RIB 
transformer status would then be 
determined by testing its PCB 
concentration 3 months after its 
in9tallation for reclassification. There 
were no comments on this proposal and 
the provisions are retained in 
0 781.3O~e)(l) [iii)fC)(2){iQ and 
(iii)(C)(2)(ijif of the final rule. 

B. Failure va. Rupture 

EPA proposed amending the language 
in 5 761.30(a)(l) (iv). (iv)(A), and (v). by 
deleting the words “failure” and 
“failures”. and substituting the word9 
l ‘nrp!ure” and “ruptures”. The preamble 
explained the need for this change was 
to avoid ambiguity: the final rule 
includes the amendment. 

C. Allemotive Labeling 

EPA proposed to allow the u8e of an 
alternative label (other than that 
required under the current regulation) 
for marking PCB Transformer 

locations-vault doors. machine; 
doors. fences, haliweys. or means of 
accea9. other than grates. end menhole, 
covers. tlc’hile EPA is interested in a 
consistent nationwide labeling system. 
EPA believe8 that those who voiunteriiy 
initiated labeling programs after 
consultation with local emergency : 
response organizations should not be : 
required to .incur the addilional expense : 
associated with relabeling. There were 
no comment8 on this issue: however. 
internal EPA review and reevaluation 
resuited in some minor modifications-to 
the proposal. When EPA proposed to 
allow the use of alternative marks. the 
Agency intended to limit this use to 
situations where a company can 
demonstrate that a local fire department 
knows and recognizes the alternative. 
For purposes of clarity for this rule. EPA 
intends that recognizing an alternative 
mark means to be able to identify it and 
know its meaning. implicit in 
recognizing the use of the mark is !he 
necessity tha! the local fire department 
has eccepted the use of the mark, i.e.. 
taken steps to make ;personnel aware of 
the mark by incorporating it into a 
formal or iniormal program used to 
make essential information available to 
fire deperlmen! personnel. Thus, EPA is 
modifying the final rule to require tha! 
the company show specifically that the 
local fire department, accepted the use of 
the mark by incorporating it into its 
training program. The use of the !erm 
“accept” in the final rule does not 
require any showing that the fire 
department has approved the mark. only 
the! it has incorporated the use of !he 
mark into its response procedures and 
training. 

Alternative labeling. including the 
notification provisions, is retained in the 
final rule in 0 761.40. Implicit in the 
proposed notification to the Regional 
Administrator wa6 the authority to 
reject the alternative labeling if it is not : 
substantiated as required. The final rule 
make8 this authority exphcit in 
0 76UCl(j](2)(iv). Also. to facilitate 
compliance monitoring and 
enforcement. the fmal rule requires . . 
documentation from the fire department 
wi!b primary jurisdiction indicating the 
unit is aware of the alternative mark. 
accepts its use:end has incorporated it 
into its trainingmateriala. The final rule 
does require the Regional Administrator 
either to approve or disapprove in 
writing the use of an ahemative label 
within 30 days of receipt of the 
documentation of a program. 

D. Electrica/ Protection 

EPA proposed to emend the electrical 
protection requirements on lower 

. . 
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secondxy voltage network PCB 
Transformers. For lower secandarv 
voltage network PCB Transformers 
located in sidewalk vaults near 
commercial buildings. EPA proposed 
requiring the removal of these 
tranformers by October l.1993. (See 
discussion in Unit 1II.E. below.) For all 
other lower secondary voltage network 
PCB Transformer5 in or near commercial 
bui!dings. the proposed rule offered 
owners an option to the current 
requirement for enhanced electrical 
protection by October 1.1990. This 
option is the removal of this equipment 
by October 1.1993. provided that &PA is 
notified of the pending removal by no 
l.j:er than October 1.1990. In short. EPA 
croposed to give owners of lower 
.;econdary voltage network PCB 

5 rransformers located in or near 

x *:ommercial buildings (in other than 

i 
:.idewalk vault locations) the option of 

2 
implementing risk reduction measures 
cm a shorter scheduIe. by complying 
tvith the current requirement to insta!I 

‘; I ahhanced electrical protection by 
2 Cjctober 1.1990, or by removing the PCB 
Ti i’-andormers by October 1.1993. As 
Z iitcussed in the proposed rule [Jz FR 
5 31743). EPA believes that neither of 
d !!;?se options will present an 

6 .’ ::lreasonable risk to human health or 
“!e environment. EPA also proposed to 

_ r .quire those owners who choose to 
< -. move this equipment by October 1. 
a : .:33. to register in writing those 
J 1: lnsformers with the EPA Regional 
2 :. !.ministrator in the appropriate region 
2 II\’ October 1.1990. This would provide 
2 $2 Regional.Administrator with the 
; :.Lormation.needed to facilitate 
- -cmpliance monitoring efforts. There 
i .-.a:re no comments on this provision and 

.I*! final rule incorporates it in 
5 .‘61.~OJa)[l)(iv)(C). 

7. Ehcseout of Lower Secondary 
L’.Gtcge Network PCB Transformers in 
: 1.‘~ walk l’oulfs 

I;'r.der the current PCB regulations. a8 
.bi October 1.1990. EPA prohibits the use 
.I .tll network PCB Transformers with 
**:her secondary voltages. while 

.-@ring enhanced electrical protection 
.JI the remaining commercial PCB 
: - rnsformers. including all radial and 
‘r. zr secondary voltage network PCB 

I’:.Lnjformer. 
F.P.4 proposed requiring that owner5 

-4 !owr secondary voltage network PCB 
‘T::t?.sformers located in sidewalk vault5 

. +Jr commercial buildings remove there 
-.ejfisformers from service by October 1. 

-FL In-the proposed rute. EPA did not 
;@-“’ ‘:G e those owners the option available 

r secondary voltage 
nsformers located 
alk vault, either to 

remove these traniormers from service 
or to install enhanced electric.81 
Drotection. 

While EPA recognizes that a!loGing 
the use bf this eauioment until October 
1.1993 (an additioial3 years). without 
installing enhanced electrical protect& 
poses some risk, EPA believes that 
phsseout of an addition81 da55 of 
tranfoxmers above those currently 
required to be phased out, further 
minimizes the risk of fire-related event5 
‘involving PCB Transformers. EPA 
continue5 to prefer the regulatory option 
of transformer removal because it 
completely eliminates PCB Transformer 
fire-related risk, as well 83 the risk5 
posed by leaks and spills of PCBs from 
these transformers. Thus. elthough there 
is some risk in allowing additional time 
to phase out this equipment. EPA 
believes the benefits of removing these 
PCB-containing transformers from - 
service, thus eliminating any potential 
risk of PCB exposure. outweighs the 
risks incurred by allowing the use of 
these tranformers for an additional 3 
years. Further, EPA has determined that 
requiring phaseout of those tranformers 
in sidewalk vaults would be practical 
since owners of this equipment express 
an interest in removing rather than 
installing enhanced el&rical protection 
and EPA has a!readv determined that 
for this type of equipment some risk 
reduction measure must be 
implemented. 

There was no comment on the 
proposed amendment of the date for 
removal of these tranformers and the 
provision remains in the fma! rule in, 
§761.30(a](l)(iv)fB). 

F. Discovery of 0 PC3 Tmnsformer 
EPA proposed that in the event a 

mineral oil transformer, assumed to . 
contain less than XXI ppm of PCBs under 
0 761.3, is determined through testing to 
be contaminated at 300 ppm or greater. 
efforts must be initiated immediately to 
bring the transformer into compliance in 
accordance with Part 761. The Drooosed 
rule contained a schedule for a’chieving 
5uch compliance and solicited 
comments on the time frames. 

Two’comrnents asked for 8 
clarification regarding compliance with 
the recordkeeping and reporting 
requirements. specifically, whether 
records and reports had to be developed 
for the transformer while it was 
essumed to be below 500 ppm. It is not 
EPA’5 intention to require owners to 
develop record5 retroactively rela ting’to 
the newly discovered PCB Transformer. 
EPA is requiring that. after discovering 
fiat 8 mineral Oi! tX8nSfOrmer is a PCB 
Transformer (and transformer that 
contains 500 ppm PCB or greater). the 
. . . . 

I I 

. 
. * 

owner of the transformercomply with 
the schedule for bringing: the transformer 
into compliance. 

Comments iridicateb that anywhere 
from z to IS days would allow ample 
time to purchase and 8ffiX labels to 
transformen, vault doors, marhinery 
room doors. fences, hallways ‘or other 
means of access to the PCB 
Transformer. Therefore. EPA is 
implementing in the final &e a 7-day 
period to mark the newly discovered 
PCB Transformer and transformer 
locations with the eppropriate label. in 
0 761.30(8)(l)(xv) (B) and (C). 

Comments received on the proposed 
rule agreed with EPA that 30 days was 8 
reasonable amount of time to complete 
the written registration of the newly 
discovered PCB Transformer with 
appropriate fire response personnel and 
building owners. Therefore, in 
0 761.3)(a)(l)(xv)(D) the final rule aI!ows 
30 days after the transformer is tested 
and found to contain greater than w 
ppm PCBs to register the transformer. 

No other comments were received on 
the proposed schedule. and the final rule 
incorporates the other provisions as 
proposed. . 

G. Other Changes 

Three other minor changes were made 
to the proposed rule for the purpose of 
clarification. The first is the addition of 
the definition of “Retrofill” to 5 761.3 to 
make clear that it means the draining 
and refilling of a transformer. ‘The 
second is in paragraph (2) of the . 
definition “Emergency Situation” under 
0 761.3 which has been changed to 
indicate that immediate replacement 
must be necessary for continued service 
to “power users” rather than “utility 
customers.” The third is in 8 761.40(j)(3) 
where paragraph (j)[l) is referenced to . 
indicate clearly the locations where the 
marking labels must be placed. 

Finally, one comment indicated there 
could be confusion where phase-out of a 
PCB Transformer is required and 
reclassification has been echieved. EPA 
agrees that a PCB Transformer that has 
been retrofilled and reclassified to PCB- 
Contaminated or non-PCB status in 
accordance with the TSCA regulations 
meets the requirement for phase-out of 8 
PCB Transformer. 

IV. The Record For This Rule 

A. Previous Rulemaking Reco& 

[l) Official rulemaking record from 
“Polychlorinated Biphenyls in Eleclrical 
Trensformers” Pin81 Rule, published in 
the FederaI Register of July 17,19= (50 
FR 29170). 

-. 
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. . pot IJO : CCL=J - oa53y . /z.oz - m&?&r 
Thomas D. Roche. Chicago Fire in 49 USC. 3362(4). The 
Department. CFR 761.30 authorize the 

. ’ ’ t2) Official Record from “Notice of 
Irnerpretation of Transformer Fires 

. Regulations.” published in the Federal 
Register of December 31.1966 (51 FR 
47241). 

V. Regulatory Requirements 

A. Executive Order 12.31 

Under Executive Order 12291. issued 
February 17,196~ EPA mus! judge 
whether 8 rule isa “major rule” and. 
therefore. subject lo the requirement 
that a regulatory impact analysis be 
prepared. EPA has determined that this 
amendment to the PCB Rule?8 not a 
“major rule” as that tern is defined in 
section l(b) of the Executive Order and 
therefore is not subject to the 
requirement that a regulatory impact 
analysis be prepared. 

While the rule p!aces some additional 
restrictions and conditions on the use of 
PCB Transformers. it is worth noting 
that this rule allows the continued use of 
PCBs in electrical transformers that 
would otherwise be prohibited by 
section 6(e) of TSCA. This rule avoids 
the severe disruption of electric service 
to the public and industry that would 
occur if the use of this equip-ment were 
immediately prohibited. It also avoids 
the economic impact tha: would result 
from a requirement to replace the 
equipment as soon as possible. 

This rule was submitted to OhfB as 
required by Executive Order 12291. 
There were no comments from OLfE? on 
the rule. 

of electrical equipment under certain 
circumstances which require 
recordkeeping and reporting. EPA has 
clearance to coIIect fnfoormation for this 
au!horization under OMB control 
numbers 20794003 and 20704073. 
Under the normal OMB information 
collection review cycle. 20704603 and 
20704~073 are being consolidated. and 
the notification required in the options 
allowed under this amer.dment are 
included under the consdidated OhID 
control number 2076-0003 for the use 
authorization for PCB electrica: 
equipment. 

f@- 

r 
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j3) 0ffi:ial Record from 
“Polychlorinatcd Biphenyls in Electrical 
Transformers” Proposed Rule, published 
in the Federal Register of August 2% 
1987 (52 FR 3’1736). FR 31736): 

8. Support Docaments ’ 

[4) USEPA, OPTS. EED; Putnam. 
Hayes and Bzrtlett. Inc. “‘Evaluation of 
the Sufficiency of Current and Projected 
PCB Disposal Capacity To Meet 
Demand Requirements.” July 1966. 

(5) USEPA. EED. “Response to - 
Comments on the Proposed Amendment 
to the PCB Transformer Fires, Rule.” 
]une 3966. 

(6) Letters received from: . 
a. Kansas City Power and Light dated 

September 11.1966. 
b. Electric Power Board of 

Chattanooga dated October 3.1965. 
c. UNISON Transformer Services, Inc. 

dated March 24.1966. 
(7) Correspondence between EPA and 

the National Bureau of Standards: 
a. Letter to Richard W. Bukowski. 

Center for Fire Research. Fire Science 
and Engineering Division. National 
Bureau of,Standards. Gaithersburg. 
Maryland. dated hlsrch 3.1988. 

b. Response from Richard W. 
Bukowski. dated April 16.1988. 

(6) Reports from Resource Planning 
Corporation submitted to Utility Solid 
Waste Activities Group, dated January 
6. and 6. and April 23.1966. 

. (9) Telephone communications 
between: 

a. Joseph Arcoleo of Jersey Central 
Power and Light Company and Thomas 
Simon& Office cf Toxic Substances. 
EPA on November 16.1967. on the time 
between installetion for redassification 
of a PCB Transformer and actual 
retrcfilling. 

b. Ioseph Willoughby of the Genera) 
‘. - Services Administration and Thomas 

Simons. Office of Toxfc Substancea. 
EPA on December 15.1967. on 
deenergization of PCB Transformers 
through the use of current-limiting fuses. 

10. Communication between Chicago 
Fire Department and Coinmonwealth 
Edison Co: 

a. Letter to H.A. Oni&. 
Commonwealth Edison Co.. from John 
M’Eversole. Chicago Fire Department. 
dated February 14.1984. . 

b. Letter to Louis T. Galante. Chicago 
Fire Department. from H.A. Onishi. 
Commonwealth Edison Co., dated 

C.. September 23.1966. 
L Letter to M.A. Onishi. ’ 

Commonwealth Edison Co.. from 
---:-* . 

. . 

B. Begulalo~ FIexibiIig Act 

Under section eOS(b) of,the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act. 5 U.S.C. 605(b). the 
Administrator may certify that a rule 
wi,iIl not. if promulgated. have a 
significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities and. therefore, 
does not require a regulatory nexibility 
ana!ysis. 

ln general this ntle reduces the burden 
on small businesses that would 
otherwise be encountered if an 
immediate ban on PCB-containii 
transformer8 were to take effect. If an 
immediate ban on the use of PCIBS fn 
?ransformerrr were imposed, large costs 
would be incurred by all producers and 
u8er8 of electricity. including small 
businesses. 

EPA certifies that this rule will not 
have a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. 

C. Papenvork Reduction Ad 
The Papenvork Reduction Act of 1966 

(PRA). 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.. authorizes 
the Director of OMB to review certain 
Information collection requests by 
Federal agencies. EPA has determined 
that the recordkeeping and reporting 
requirement6 of this final rule constitute 
a “collection of information” as defined 

Public reporting burden for this 
collection of infornration is estimalcd to 
average 186 minutes per response. 
in&ding time for reviewing 
instructions, searching existing data 
sources, gathering and maintaining the 
data needed. and completirg and 
reviewing the collection of information. 

Send commen!s regarding the burden 
estimate or any other aspect of this. 
co!lection of information. including 
suggestions for reducing this burden. to 
Chief. Information Palicy Branch. PM- 
223, US. Envirohmenlal Protection 
Agency. 401 hf St.. SW.. Washington. DC 
20160; and to the Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs, Office of 
Management and Budge!. \“;ashington. 
DC 20503. marked “Attention: Desk 
Officer for EPA.” 

., 

List of Subjects in MI CFR Part 761 
Environmen:al protection. Hazardous 

substances. Labeling. Pclychlorinated 
biphenyls, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

Dated: juty 6.1886. 
be M. Tbomar. 
Adrninistmior. 

Therefore 46 CFR Part 761 is amended 
as follows: : 

1. The authority citation for Part 761 
continues to read as follows: 

PART 761+AhtENDED] . 

Authhu: 15 USC 2605.26(37.7J311: 
Subpart G also issued under 15 U.S.C. ~~14 
and 2618. 

2. In 0 761.3 by adding thedefinItion 
of “emergency situation”. “mineral oil 
PCB Transformer”. “non-PCB 
Transformer’*: and “‘retrofill” 
alphabetically to read as follows: 

0 7613 DsflnWonr 
. . . . .‘. 

“Emergency Situetion” for continuing 
use of a PCD Transformer exists when: 

(1) Netther a non-PCB Transformer 
nor a PCBContaminated transformer is 

lz - 
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currently in storage for reuse or readily 01 ne type of transformer. 13, radial transformer can be reclassified RI a 
m avaiIable (i-e, available within U how) or lower or higher network, that require non-PCB Transformer. If the F’CB 

for installation. replacement. concentration is between 50 tmd 50 
(2) hamediate replacement is iid The type(s) of transformers. Le, ppm, the tansformer can be reclassified 

necessary to continue semice lo Power radial or lower or higher network that as a PC&Contaminated transformer. If 
users. must be used for replacement the PCB concentration remains al 500 
.  .  .  .  l Wl The date of transformer failure. 

“hfineral Oil PCB Transformer” &vj The date of subsequent 
means &iy transformer originaily ” rep*acemenf 

. 

designed to contain mineral oil as&e (v) The .type of transformer. i.e, radial i 
dielectric fluid and which has been or lower or higher network. instaUr&as 
tested.and found to contain 500 ppm or 8 replacement. 
greater PCBs. (VJI A statement describing actions 
e a s a . taken to locate a non-PCB or KZB- 

“Non-PCB Transformer” means any 
transformer that contains less than 50 
ppm PCB: except that any transformer 
that has been converted from a PCB 

Contaminated transformer replacement 
. I21 Such emelPencv installation is 

3 
Transformer or e f%%Contaminated 

s 
transformer cannot be classified as a 
non-PCB Transformer until 

i reclassification has occurred, in 
r< accordance with the requirements of 
il 4 701.3O(a)[2)(v). 
-. . . . . 
z ‘Ttetrofill” means to remove PCB or 
2 PCBcontaminated &electric fluid and to 
z replace it with either PCB. PCB- 
v 
‘; 

(.ontamineted. or non-PCB dielectric 
%id. :, . . . . . 

3 3. In 5 7~11.30 by revising paragraphs 

,@- 2 
:cl)[l](iii). (iv), and (v). by adding 
:aragreph (a)(l)(xv). and by revising the 

3 
351B control number to read as follows: 

pe-Atted until October I. 1990. and the 
use of any PCB Transfomer installed on’ 
such an emeqency basis is permitted 
for 1 year from%be date. of installation or 
until October I. 199~ whichever is 
earlier. 

;I < 761.30 Authorlzatlons. 
$. . . . . 
9 (al l l l 

.> .‘..*. .> .‘..*. 
T  T  

2 2 tti!] ~jicept as otherwise provided as tti!] ~jicept as otherwise provided as 
J J ..f Oc!ober I. 19% the installation of ..f Oc!ober I. 19% the installation of 
z z I’CB Transformers:which have been I’CB Transformers:which have been 

(3) KZB Transformers installed for 
emergency purposes may be 
subsequently reclassified; however, the 
transformer must be effectively 
reclassified to a non-PC3 or PCB e 
Contaminated status within I year after 
installation or by October 1.19% 
whichever is earlier because the 
transformer was initially installed in an 
emergency situation 

(C) fnstallation of a retrofilled PCB 
Transformer for reclassification 
purposes is permitted when it is done in 
accordance with the following: 

(I) Those who installed transformers 
for reclassification purposes must 
maintain on the owner’s premise4 
completed wiWn 30 days of installation. 
the following information: 

(J] The date of installation 
[ii) The type of transformer. Le, radial 

; or lower or higher network, installed. 
(iK) The PCB concentration, if known 

at the time of installation. 
(iv) The retrofill and reclassification 

schedule. 

spm or greater. the entire process must 
tither he repeated until the transformer 
1as been reclassified lo a nom-PCB or 
KB-Contaminated transformer in 
Bccordance with paragraph (a)(2)(v) of 
this section or the transformer must be 
removed from service. 

(D) Owners who installed PCB 
Transformem in emergency situation5 or 
for reclassification purposes between 
October 1.1985 and September 1.1988 
must notify the Regional Administr+or 
&writingbyOctober3.~988ofruch 
installation. The notification for 
emergency installation must inch ;de the 
information in paragraph 
(a)(tf(iii)(B)(I)(~ through (vi) of this 
section. The notification ior 
reclassification must include the 
information in paragraph 
(a)(t)(iii)(C)(~)(~> through (iv) of this 
section. All PCB Transformers installed 
in an emergency situation or installed 
for reclassification Purposes are subject 
to the requitements of this Part 761. 

(iv) As of October 1.1990. all radial 
PCB Transfonsem. in use in or near 
coxnmcrcia~ buildings, and lower 
secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformers not located in sidewalk 
vaults in or near commercial buildings 
(network transformers with secondary 
voltages below 480 volts) that have not 
been removed from service as provided 
in paragraph [alll)(v] of this section, 
must he equipped with electrical 

:.laced into storage for reuse or which 
have been removed from another 
I.)cation. in or near commerciai 
Laildings is prohibited. 

. (A] The installation of PC3 
Transformers on or after October 1; 
1:W. however, and their use thereafter, 
is permitted either in an emegency 
?;;txation. as defined in 0 761.3, or in 
si!lations where the transformer has 
hcen retrofilled and is being placed into 
bcrvice in order to qualify for 
reclassification under paragraph 
(a:(?)(v) of this section. 

(B) InstaUation of a PCB Transformer 
in tin emergency situation is permitted 
:rhen done in accordance with the 
f9llowing: 

(I) Documentation to support the 
reason for the emergency installation of 
a PCB Transformer must be maintained 

We- at the own&s facility and completed 
tvithin 30 days after installation of the 

p12, .’ - ?CSransformer. The documentation 
’ must include, but is not limited to: -- 

(2) For purposes of this paragraph, the 
fnstaIlation of retrofilled PCB 
Transformen, for purposes of 
rec!assification under paragraph 
(a)(2)(v) of this section is permitted until 
October I. 1990. 

(9 However. the use of a retrofilled 
PCB Transformer installed for 
reclassifitition purposes is iiited to 18 
months after fnstafiation or until 
October 1.1% whichever is earlier. 

(ii) Retrofilled mineral oil PCB 
Transformers may be installed for 
reclassification purposes indefinitely 
after October I, IQW. 

[iii) Once a retroftied transformer has 
been installed for reclassification 
purposea it mu92 be tested 3 months 
after inslaUation to ascertain the . 
coocentration of PC%. If the PC3 
wncentration is below 50 ppm, the .- 

. 

protection to avoid transformer ruptures 
caused by high current faults. 

(A] Current-8miting fuses or other 
equivalent technology must be used to 
detect sustained high current fadts and 
provide for complete deenergization of 
the transformer (within several 
hundredths of a second in the case of 
radial PC3 Transformers and within 
tenths of a second in the case of lower 
secondary voltage network FCB 
Transformers), before transformer 
rupture occurs. The iostatlation, settin 
and maintenance of current-limiting t+ 

fuses or other equivalent technology to 
avoid PCB Transformer ruptures from 
sustained high current faults must be 
completed in accordance with good 
engineering practicer 

(B) All lower secondary voltage 
network PC3 Transformen, not located 
in sidewalk vaults (network 
transformers with secondary voltages 
below 480 voits). in use in or near 
commercial buildings. which have not 
been protected as specified in paragraph 



0’ I  

’ ’ (a)(~)[iv)(A) of this section by October I. 
-%I. must be removed from service by 
October I. 1~3. 

p” 
(C) As of October 1. ‘1990. owners of 

lower secondary voltage network PCB 
I 

_ 

Transformers. in use in or near 
commercial buildings which have no! 
been protected as specified in paragraph 
(a)(l)(6)(A) of this section end which 
are not located in sidewalk vaults. must 
register in writing those transformers 
\*ith the EPA Regional Administrator in 
the appropriale region. The information 
required to be provided in wriiing to the 
Regional Administrator includes: 

(1) The specific location of the PCB 
Transformer(s). 

12) The eddress of the bu)iding[s) 
and the physical location of the PCB 
Trensformer[s) on the building siteIs). 

(3) The identification number(s) of the 
PCB Transformer(s). 

[D) As of October 1.1993. al) lower 
secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformers located in sidewalk vaults 
(network transformers with secondary 
voltages below 460 volts) in use near 
commercial buildings must be removed 
from service. 

(v) As of October 1.1990, all radial 
PCB Transformers with higher 
secondary voltages (466 volts and 
above. including 460/277 volt systems) 
in use in or near commercial buildings 
must. in addition to the requirements of 
paragraph [a)(l)(iv)(A) of this section, 

F--- 
be equipped with protection to avoid 
transformer ruptures caused by 
sustained low current faults. 
. . . . t 

(xv) In the event a mineral oil 
transformer. assumed to contain less 
than 500 ppm of PCBs as provided in 
0 761.3. is tested and found to be 
contaminated a! 506 ppm or greater 
PCBs. it will be subject to all the 
requirements of this Part 761. In 
addition. efforts must be initiated 
immediately to bring the transformer 
into compliance in accordance with the 
following schedule: 

(A) Report fire-related incidents. 
effective immediately after discovery. 

. - (B) Mark the PCB transformer within 7 
days after discovery. 

(Cl Mark the vault door, machinery 
room door. fence, hallway or other 
means of access to the PCB Transformer 
wi!hin 7 days after discovery. 

(D) Register the PCB Transformer in. 
writing with fire response personnel 

with primary jurisdiction end with the 
building owner, within 36 days of 
discovery. 

(E) Install electrical protective 
equipment on a radial PCB Transformer 
and a non-sidewalk vault. lower 
secondary voltage network ECB 
Transformer in or near a commercial 
buiIding.within 16 months of discovery 
or by October I, 1990. whichever is later. 

(F) Remove a non-sidewalk vault. . 
lower secondary voltage-network PCB 
Transformer in or near a iommercial 
building. if electrical protective 
equipment is not installed. within ~8 

%onths of discovery or by October 1. 
1963. whichever is later. 

{G) Remove e lower secondary 
voltage network PCB Transformer 
Located in a sidewalk vault in or near a 
commercial building. within 18 months 
of discovery or by October 1.1993. 
whichever is later. 

(H) Retrofill and reclassify a radial 
PCB Transformer or a lower or higher 
secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformer, located in other than a 
sidewalk vault in or near a commercial 
building. within 16 months or by 
October 1.1990. whichever is later. This 
is an option in lieu of installing electrical 
protective equipment on a radial or 
lower secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformer located in other than a 
sidewalk vault or of removing a highsr 
secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformer or a lower secondary 
voltage network PCB Transformer, 
located in a sidewalk vault. from 
service. 

(I) Retrofill and redassify a lower 
secondary voltage network PCB 
Transformer, located in a sidewalk 
vault. in or near a commercial building 
wi!hin 18 months or bv October I. 1363. 
whichever is later. Th& is an option in 
lieu of ins!a!ling electrical protective 
equipment or removing the transformer 
from service. 

0) Retrofill and reclassify a higher 
secondary voltage network PCB 

’ Transformer, located in a sidewalk 
veuh. in or near a commercial building 
within 16 months or by October I, 1990. 
whichever is later. This is an option in 

. lieu of other requirements. 

;Apprivedby th’, Of&e Of Management 
and Budget under control number 267+ 
0063; the relordkeeping requirements of 
paragraph [a)(l)(xiiI were approved by 

. 

. 
. ‘-.c 

the Office of hlanagrmcnt an BfM 
c9 under control number ZOXLULX?~~~~” 

4. In 3 761.40 by revising parnn,r;!ph !: 
to read as follows: ’ 

f 761.40 htarking creguirements. 
. a . . . 

[j) PCB Transformer locations sh;~!! !a 
marked as fotlows: 

(I) Except es provided in piragra+ 
(j)(Z) of this section. as of Deccmbe; ;. 
IS&S; !he vault door. machinery room 
door. fence. hallway, or means of 
access, other than grates and msnhoh: 
covers, to a PCB Transformer must hp 
marked with the mark ML as required L . . 
paragraph (a) of this section. 

(2) A mark other than the ML mark 
may be used provided all of the 
following conditions are met: 

(i) The program using such an 
alternative mark was initiated prior ILI 
August 15.1965. and can be 
substantiated with documentation. 

(ii) Prior to August 15.1965, 
coordination between the transformer 
owner and the primav fire department 
occurred. and the primary fire 
department knows. accepts. and 
recognizes what the alternative murk 
means. and that this can be 
substantiated with documentation. 

(iii) The EPA Regional Administratu~ 
in the appropriate region is informed in 
writing of the use of the altcmative 
mark by October 3..1966 and is provide 
with documentation that the program 
began before August 15.1935. and 
documentation that demonstrates that 
prior to tha! date the primary fire 
department knew. accepted and 
recognized the meaning of the mark, ant 
included this information in firefighting 
training. 

(iv) The Regional Administrator wili 
either approve or disapprove in writing 
the use of an alternative mark within 30 
days of receip! of !he documentation of 
8 program. 

(3) Any mark placed in accordance 
with the requirements of this section 
must be placed in the locations 
described in paragraph (j)(l) of this 
section end in a manner that can be 
easily read by emergency response 
personnel fighting a fire involving !his 
equipment 
[FR DOL M-16194 Filed 7-16-88: ~45 am] 
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EHVlRONMEN7AL PROTEC7K)N risk of iniurv to health or the . .:- - t&o phases. On October 21.1982. the 
,,-. AGENCY 

.  ‘. 

40 CFR Part 761 . 

10P7!%62053A; FLR 3369-21 

,, dalychlorinated Siphtcryfi; Exclusion+ 
Exemptkms and Use Authortzationo : 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ARIOK Final mle. ,-’ / 

suuu~qr: This final ruie amends . 
existing rules controlling the processing. 
distribution in commerce. and use of * 
ps by excluding additional materials 
containing less than 50 parts per million 
(ppm) polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 

J from regulation under section e(e) of the 
., Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) 

Such exemptions may be banted where. 

nvirot&eni: ~iso. under twxtion B(I$[s). 

the petitioner can demonstrate: : . * 

EPA may by rule grant I-year 

(1) That the activity .to be exentpted 

. .._. _ 

will not present an unreasonable risk of 

exemptions from the general 

injury to health or the environme& 

’ - 

. 
(2) That good‘faith efforts have been 

manl;factve, ,proces&g. and 

made to develop a substitute for PCBs 
which does not present an unreasorubie 

‘. 
distribution in commerce orohibitions. ’ 

risk. : 

Agency issued the Closed and 

manufacturing $rocesses deiined as 
“closed” or “controlled waste” ‘. 

Conbolled Waste Manufacturing 

processes. These processes either 
7esulte.d in no PCB releases or releases 

Process Rule (47 FR 469801 which 

only in controlied waste streams. In 
essence. the Closed and Controlled Rule 
allowed limited new manufacture of 
PCBs. but only when the PCBs were 

‘excluded from the geneial prohibitions a 

controlled and not released to the 

limited nucnber of chemical 

environment. 

.._.~ 

In the Fed&a! Register of May 31.1979 
(44 FR 315141. EPA issued its first : _. 
regulation implementing the TSCA 
section 6(e)(2) and section 6(e)(3) 
prohibitions. That first 4e (the PCB Ban 
Rule) included among its provisions a 
general exclusion hrn regulation for. 
those activities involving PCBs at levels 
less than 50 parts per million (ppm). The 
only exception to the general exciusion 
for activities involving less than 5Q ppm 
materials was a prohibition on the use 
of waste oil as a dust suppressant. 
sealant, or coating. This prohibition 
applied fo waste oils with any 
detectabl&vels of PCBs. . 

The Enviro&nental Defense Fund 
(EDF) successfully cha!lenged this 
general 50 ppm regulatory cutoff. and on 
October 30.1980. the U.S. Court of 
Appeals’for the District of Columbia 
Circuit remanded the Ban Rule to EPA 
for further action consistent with its 
opinion. The Court determined that 
there was not substantial evidence in 
the record which would support the 
decision to exclude generally from 
regulation all materials containing PCBs 
at concentrations less than 50 ppm. The 
Court stated that a proper exclusion 
would need to be more finely tailored to 
the purposes af excluding ambient 
sources of PCBs. or. be premised upon a 
finding that the designatedtutoff does 
not present an unreasonable risk of 
injzuy to health or the environment. The 
rulemaking history of the PCB Ban Rule 
is described in detail in the pmposed - . . . - 

which generally prohibits the 
manufacturing, processing. distribution 
in commerce, and use of PCBs. EPA has 
found that activities allowed under this 
rule win not present unreasonable risks 
of injury to public health or the 
environment. 
EFFECTIVE DA= This rule shal1 be 
effective July 27.1988. 
FOR FURMER H(FORYATION CONTACT 

Michael M. Stahl, Acting Director. TSCA 
Assistance Office (TS-799), Office of 

Toxic Substances. Environmental 
Protection Agency, Rm. EB44.401 M St., 
SW., Washington. DC 20460. (202-S* 
14w). TDD (202) 554-0551. 
SWF’LEMENTARY tNFORMATlON: EPA is 

issuing this regulation to: 
(I) Eliminate the Viton elastomer 

glove requirement for workers servicing 
heat transfer and hydraulic systems. 

I21 Allow certain eauiDment and 
m&&als that have beei adequately 
decontaminated to be used and 
distributed in commerce. ’ 

(3) Maintain the’3 parts per billion 
(ppb) effluent limit for releases from 
pulp and paper mills. 

(4) Allow the use of waste oil 
containing ~50 ppm PCBs as a fuel in. 
certain combustion units. 

(5) Exclude from the ban on w 
processing, distribution in commerce. 
and use. certain products containing 
< 50 ppm PCBs that were “legally” 
manufactrired. processed. distributed in 
ccinmerce.or used prior to October 1, 
19tpI. 

I. B&ground 

from the general prohibition on the 
manufacture, processing. distribution in 
‘commerce. and use of PCBs because 
these other activities do not present an 
unreasonable risk of injury to public 
health or the environment. 

On Octuber 1.1904, the date that the 
Uncontrolled Rule became effective, the 
court lifted its stay and any activity 
involving any quantifiable level of PCBS. 
was banned unless EPA had specifically 
excluded. exempted. or authorized the 

“Exclusions, Exemptions ana use 
Authorizations” Rule published July S, 
1987 (52 FR 25838). . . f’ 

activity by reguiation (49 FR 28173. July 
10,1984~- 
’ The pFac;cal effect of this action was 
to make illegal many activities involving 
previously finerated PCBs which wers 
neither anticipated nor specifically 
evaluated during the development of the 

. Uncontrolled Rule. Many activities 
?nvolving low concentrations of 

On February 20,198X the Chemical 
Manufacturers Association (CMA). EDF. 
and other industry interveners in the 
EDFv. EPA litigation, fir&d a joint 
motion with EPA seeking a stay of the 
court’s mandate. The Coarigrsnted the 
jo@t motion on April 13.1981. thereby 
staying the issuance of its mandate 
pending the development by EPA of 
additional rcgldations concerning PCBs 

may authotize non-totally enclosea uses with concentations less than 50 ppm. ’ 

Settion 6(e) of TSCA generally 
prohibits the manufacture, processing. 
distribtation in commerce. and ust: of 
PCBs. @der section s(e)(2). t.h,e Ag,ency . . 

-.-- 0 1 PCBrupon a determination that such EpA undertook the reguiation of PCBs 
..1l5- will not present an unreasonable . fn concentrations less than 50 ppm in 

i ; 

16 

. On fuly 10.1984, EPA completed the 
second phase of rulemaking concerning 
low concentration PCBs. The 
“Uncontrolled Rule” (49 FR 28154) was 
issued regulating manufacturing 
processes generating low concentration 
PCBs in other then “closed” and 
“controHed waste” processes as well as 
other activities involving previously 
genera ted low concentration PCBs. This 
second Rule excluded from regulation 
additional manufacturing processes that 
generated PCBs as byproducts and 
impurities end allowed the limited 
recycling of PCBs in the manufacture of 
asphalt roofing maleriala and paper 
products. EPA found that these 
additi-pnal activities could be excluded 

i 

previously generated PCBs were now 
prohibited. regardless of the fact that 
they may have presented no greater risk 
than certain activities specifically . 
allowed in the July 10.1984 rule. 

Petitions seeking judicial review of 
the July IO. 1984 rdle were filed on 
September 24.1984. in the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit by the American Paper institute 
(API), the Fort Howard Paper Company 
(Ft. Howard). the Outboard Marine 
Corporation (OhlC). and the Americen 

---- . . -- 

: ’ 
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n. Overview of the Amebdknmts Die Casting Institute [ADCI). T%e 
chalkenpes were conaohdated for 
rtrolution. and the Chemical 
Mirnufacturus Association (CMAI 
entered the litigation as an inlervenor 
and respondent. EPA re&nired the 
concerns of the petitioners. and on 
August 7.1986. EPA entered into 8 
settlement agreement. EPA agreed to 
propose specific amendments to the ]uly 
aO.1984 regulation to address the 
concerns of the petitioners. 

EPA proposed. in the Federal Begistor 
of July 8. Y987 (52 FIX 25638). to amend 
the July 10.1984 PCB Rule (the 
“Uncontrolled Rule”) by excluding * 
sdditionul metcrials from regulation 
based on EFA’s determination that 
activities involving these materials do 
not present an unreasonable rish of 
injury to health or to the environment. In 
the ju!y 8.1867 proposed rule. EPA 
propcsed the follou*ing amendments to 
the regulations governing the processing. 
distribution in commerce. and use of 
PCP5. 

U 

a 

r 
E 
.T 
1 

I. To generallv authorize the 
prozessicg. distiibution in commerce. 
and use of products containing less than 
50 ppm PCBs provided that the PCBs 
present in the products were lepaily 
manufactured. processed. distributed in 
commerce. and/or used prior to October 
I. IOH. The only exception that E9A 
proposed to this generic exclusion of 
ectivities irivol&g less than 50 pprn 
PCBs. was to Dlace limitations on the 
use of oil coniaining less than 50 ppm 
PCBs as a fuel. EPA proposed to restrict 
the burning of oil containing less than x) 
ppm PCBs to industrial boilers and 
furnaces. which EPA believes. as a 

.class. will provide for more efficient 
combustion than nonindustrial boilers 
end-furnaces. 

1se of oil containing ltss than 50 ppm as 
I fuel in nonindtistrlal boilers) was the 
nest significant of tbe ]uly 8.1987 
)roposaIs and drew the most comment. 
rhe Agency invited comments on 
various aspect3 of its proposal regarding 
products containing less than 50 ppm. 
PCBs. including thq exposure 
assessment that supports the Agency’s 
decision to prohibit the burning of low- 
concentratpn PCB waste oil in ’ 
ponindustnal boilers and furnaces. In 
the proposed rule, EPA indicated tbet it 
would use any new information 
submitted to the Agency to reconsider 
the eppropriateness of its approach 
concerning the burning of oil containing 
less than 80 ppm PCBs a3 B fuel. with 
the option of exciuding all wed oil 
products (with ie3s than 50 ppm PCBs) 
from reguletion. withoui eny restrictions 
on burning or other recycling activities. 

EPA received over 40 comments 
during the public comment period which 
closed on September 8.1987. EPA 
received comments from a number of 
different sources. including electrical 
utilities. chemical manufacturers. heavy 
equipment manufacturers. pulp and 
paper mills. members of trade 
associations, the electrical equipment 
service industry. and an environmental 
group. 

A. Ceneml Elusion for Pmducts 
Confoining Less fhun SO PI91 PCBS 

in October I. ~W(the effective date 
of the Uncontrolled Rule). the Court of’ 
Appeals for the District of Columbia \ 
Circuit lifted the stay of mandate’ that 
had been in plarr since the Court’s 
decision to remand,to EPA the general 
50 ppm regulatory cutoff for PCBs. The 
effect of this action was to ban aI1 PCB- 
related activities that were not 
specificaBg excluded. authorized. or 
exempted by EPA under T?XA 
regulntions (40 CFR Part 761). The rule 
made illegal many activities involving 
previously generated PCBs at 
concentrations of less than 50 ppn. EPA 
had not anticipated the many ectivitks 
that would.be banned when the general 
50 ppm cutoff was removed. and mar.y 
of these activities were not evaluated 
during the development of the 1964 : 
Uncontrolled Rule. . 

CMA and others raised specific 
concern3 about the effect of this ban on 1 
the distribution in commerce. further 
processing. and use of products 
containing Iess than 50 ppm PCBs that 
were produced legally before October 1. 
3984. but which were in sloraee for use 
or disgbution in commerce Ghen the 
Uncontrolled Rule became effective. 
These products. they argued, should be 
allowed to b.e further processed. 
distributed in commerce, and used but 
EPA did not specifically authorize or 
exempt these products by the terms 01 
the Uncontrolled Rule. EPA agreed with 
the principle that material8 containing 
less than 50 ppm PC& that were legally 
in existence before October I, 1984 
should be al&wed to be further 
procesbeh distributed in commerce. and 
used. Accordingly. EPA agreed to 
address these concerns in a proposed 
rule. 

Z. To authorize the distribution in 
commerce of equipment and other 
materials contaminated with PCBs from 
a spill. provided that such materials are 

‘. decontaminated in accordance with 
EPA’s applicable PCB spill cleanup 
policies. 

3. To eliminate ihe Hater discbage 
limit of less than 3 micrograms per liter 
(3 ug/L), roughly 3 parts per billion 
(ppb). for total Arodurs leaving a paper 
prkessing site. 

4. T*ciiminate the reouirement that 
cwmern of hydraulic and heat transfer 
systems provide Won elastomer gloves 
for workers servicing this equipmwt. 
and that workers wear these gloves 
when servicing heat transfer and 
hydrgulic systems. 

Of the propo*ed~emen&emt~ t.h8 
Proposal to generally authorize the 
procersing distribution in commerce. 

,cx”J;% _ . - end use of products containing less then 
50 ppm PCBs (with a restriction on the 

The comments are summarized in 
“Response to Comments on the @PR for 
Amendments to the UncontrolledPCBs 
Rule,” ]une 1988. Several comments 
were also received following the close of 
the comment period. which EPA 
accepted end considered as they 
contained information not avaiiable 
earlier. On September 21.1987. EPA held 
an informal bearing in Washington. DC 
et the request of the Electric81 
Apparatus Stice Association (EGA). 
EASA addressed the issues of the 
buying and aeiiing of used transformers. 
salvaging and rebuilding operations. end 
&e effect of.the Proposed Rule on this 
service industry. Six USA members 
provided testimony on various 
pr~vidma of the Proposed Rule. a;ld e 
transcript of the hearing appears in the 
Docket 

IipA has considered aU comments 
received in response to the Propored 
Rule (as we11 as comnxnts received 
after the &me af the WmmJsnt period) 
andharmodi.f%thero~whu+ 
appropristt A more tilled 
explanation of regnlatoy deveb2pment 
histov is prcaented in the Preamble to 
the Excfusiona. Exemption8 uuI Uoe __- - 

~~thoriationr F%=poied Rule ai. J\rb & 
I=. A brief overview of the finei nh 

* follows. 

In the July a 1087 proposed rule. the 
Agency proposed to amend the existing 
regulations-by generally excluding fro& 
the ‘INCA se&m 6fel orohibitione the 
processing. distributioa in commerce. 
end use of products oontainiq lest than . 
50 ppm PC&. prouided these products 
were legally fq.anufack.md. processed 
distributi ti’comme=. or used prior to 
October t 1984. The term “iegally,” as 
used in this l xdusioa includer products 
created hmn PCB adviLLes elLowad:by 
EPA by !quiarirm.byaxunptiM 
petition. by settlemat egreement. ur 
pursuant to other Agency-approved 
programs. ?he only-exception that EPA 
praposeel to tie genefk 90 ppm cutof 
for prawsing. dktribution in commerce. 
and use eC KBs wm e~ltstsktion on the 
use of oil conteining Ilees t&n SO ppm as 
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a fuel in nonindusttial boilers and 
fu:naceo Materials containing less than 
‘50 ppm p(=Bs aa a result of 28 spill of-50 - 
ppm or grea4er material a&er the :-*- . .- 
effective date of the disposal regulations 
flulv Z 19791 arc not excluded fmin . 

Iat adhssing the Iand application oi - maintenance workers to wear. gloves 
#ewage sludges under this rule because formulated from Viton elastomer. After 
my risks from lhese activities can be -. evaluating economic information not ‘a * 
tiinated or.raduced by action taken 
mder other laws adminisfered by EPA. 
PA has the.authority to manage, 
sewage sludge and other wastes 
2ontainin.g less than 50 ppm PCBs (43 FR 
H803. June 7.1976). under the Clean‘ 
Waler Act (CWA) and the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (R-1 
programs. Further discussion of this 
issue can be found in the Proposed Rule 
at 52 FR 25855. 

examined during.the.1984 rulemaking. 
tnd updating EPA’s estimate of the 
:oncentration of PCBs in these systems 
3s of 1987. EPA has’determined that the 
servicing of heal transfer and hydraulic 
systems without gloves does not present 
sn unreasonable risk of injury to public 
health or the environment. 

The Agency wishes to emphasize that 
the use of impermeable gloves lo 
prevent dermal contact with PCX- 
containing fluids may be warranted but 
the choice of such protectian will be 
dependent on factors such as the . 
duration of occupational exposure. 
concectration of PC&containing fluid. 
and the costs and permeability of the 
glove material. 

-. . 
regulation by the terms of this provision.. 

In this final rule. EPA has adopled this 
generic exclusion based upon its 
dciermination that activitiesjhvolving 
products containing less thin 50 ppm 
PCB generally do not prdent an 
unreasonable risk of injury to human 
health or the environment. EPA's 

_ 

analyses demonstrate that the 
incremental risks associated with the 
processing. distribution in commerce. 
and use of products with PCB levels up 
to 50 ppm are outweighed by the 
:renendous costs that would be 
incurred by banning *he further 
processing. distribution in comm’ene. 
id use of PCBs at these levels. 

N’hiJe EPA has included used oil. 
pr?Jduc\s containing less than 50 ppm 
KBs within the class of “excluded PCB 
products.” the Agency is restricting the 
IJY:~! of PCB containing oil as a fuel. EPA 
tins also determined that the burning of 
PCB containing oil in concentrations 
kc!uw 50 ppm in industrial boilers and 
i maces does not present an 
unreasonable risk to public health or the 

. en\ irvnment under normal operating 
ctm&tions. However, the finding of no 
unrpasonable risk for the use of PCB 
corl:?inir.g oil as a fuel does not include 
t!:* burning of PCB containing oil under 
combustion conditions which are likely 
to promote the formation of 
pclychlorinated dibenofurans (PCDFs). 
EPA &lieves that among known classes 
of boilers and furnaces. nonindustrial 
hoi!ers and furnaces are most likely to 
create combustion conditions conducive 
IO the formation of FCDFs and that the 
burning of PCB containing oil as fuel 
2uring startup and shutdown operations 
i:~ industrial boilers and furnaces are 
1~150 iikely to create combustion 
cor.diGona conducive to incomplete 
combustion. Further. PCDFs are 
considered to be more toxic than PCBs 
and their formation and release during 
the burning of oil under certain 
combustion condftions in nonindustrial 
boilers and fui-naces could present a 
significant risk to public health and the 
environment. Thus, EPA Is restricting 
the burning crf oil con!aining’les$ than SO 
ppti.PCBs as a fuel lo industrial boilers 
and bumaces except during startup and 

_ shutdown operation% 

B. Land Application of Seyoge Sludges 
- 

- - .-.- Land application practices involving 
_PCB3 at levels less than 50 upm are. 

provisions of Gn-TSCA 
ograma Therefore. EPA is 

. 

i 

C. Use Authorization for Hydmulic and 
Heat Transfer Sysfems-Requirement 
for Use of Viron Gloves 
. In tbe 1979 Ban Rule [44 FR 31514). 
EPA authorized the non-totally-enclosed 
use of PC% at concentralions of SO ppm 
or greater in hydraulic systems and in 
heat transfer systems (40 CFR 761.30 (d) 
and (c)). The 1979 use autboritations 
contained conditions relating to tesiing 
and retrofitting which were designed to 
reduce the concentrations of PCBa in 
these systems to levels less than 50 mm 
by July-l, 1984. 

_ 

tn the July 10.1984 Uncontroiled Rule. 
EPA authorized the use of PCBs in 
hydraulic and heat transfer systems at 
concentrations less than 50 ppm for the 
remainder of their useful lives. EPA 
found that the continued use of these 
systems did not present an 
unreasonable risk of injury to pub!ic 
health or the environment. The 1984 use 
autioritation. however, imposed a 
condition on the continued use of&is 
equipment which required owners of 
sysrems to provide workers with Viton 
elastomer gloves for protection against 
dermal exposure to PCBs. Outboard 
Marine Corp. (OX) and the American 
Die Casting Institute [ADCJ] raised . 
concerns about the Viton glove 
requirements in a settlement discussion 
with EPA. They believed this 
requirement unnecessary lo prevent 
unreasonable risk. 

After reviewing the record for its 
original decision to require the use of 
Viton gloves, EPA found that the cost 
associated with requiring the US 

% 
of 

gloves was significantly higher an 
originally estimated. Further-EPA also 
found that the risks posed by servicing 
heet transfer and hydra&c eqnipment 
containing less than 50 ppm PCBs did 
not obtweigh the large casts associated 
with requiring the use of Viton gloves, or 
any other effective glove that is 
commeroially available. . 

Accordingly. EPA is amending’the 
authorization for hydraulic and heat 
transfer systems containing less than ~0 
ppm PCBs by eliminating the conditions’ 
requiring owners to provid? and 

. 

D. IVofer Djschoqe Limit oj3 PPB Tot01 
Arochs for Pulp and Paper Processes 

The July 10.1984 rule permitted PCB 
recycling activities among two 
manufacturing industries--asphalt 
roofing materials manufacturers and 
manufacturers of pulp and paper 
products. Five.conditions were set forth 
in the definition of “recycled PCBs.” 
including a limitation on the level of - 
PCBs al!owed in water efi?uents. Tine 
eflluent limit in ths Uncontrolled Rule 
limited the amount of Axoc!or PCBs in 
water discharged from these PCB 
processing sites to less than 3 
micrograms per liter (pg/L] for total 
Aroclon (rough!:; 3 parts per bi!lisn [3 
ppbl). 

Petitioners. Fort Howard and the 
American Paper Institute. filed a joint 
petition challengicg the 3 ppb total 
Aroclora discharge limit for pu!p and l 

paper mills. The major concerns were 
that the regulation did not allow for 
excursions above 3 ppb due to higher , 
PCB levels in recycled paper entering 
the process and that the TSCA 
concentration-based standard unfairly _ 
penalized those mills who conserved 
water and had a decreased volume flow 
in their effluent discharges. 

* EPA proposed to eliminate the 3 ppb 
water effluent standard for PCBs Jealing 
pulp and paper mills folr several reasons. 
including: (1) JZPA’B belief that PCB 
discharges from pulp and paper mills are 
being adequately regulated by state 
permitting authorities. and (2) EPA’s 
recognition that uhder the recently 
enacted CWA. Congress now requires 
that aH states adopt water quali:y 
criteria within z years for chemicals 
which have been evaluated by EPA. 
Since water quality criteria exist for 
PCBs. EPA believed that it had 
additional assurance that all PCB 



d’iurnts from rcc:cling Proncsses v.mt)d 
be con:ro))cd. rfiminati:r~ the need for 
srct’:oz c action undr: TX;\. 

EPA has considered t5e cornmcn!s 
and data submitted on t!ac adequacy of 
state pernitt;nF; programsand 
concluded that it, is necessary. at this 
time. to retain the water dischave limit 
in the definition nf-“Hccycled PCBs” 
given the present sta:u: of sDrne state 
fiPfXS prrmits and Be foreseeable 
clelizys m imp)c~.mcnting sla!e revisions 
of water quolitv s!andards. 

In addi!ion. in fish! of commenls 
received. that indicated a coacentraticn- 
based s:andard unfairly penalized those 
mills who conse.wed wbtcr. the final 
rule requires man3facturcrs who proctas 
raw melteriais wr.:arzirzatc4 with 
Aroclor PCB3 to comp!y withLither a 
concentration or a mr;ss-br.sPd limit. 
Allov;inp for a mass-based i3nitation 
(i-c.. dIscirsr,oe requ;remen:s rntr,y be met 
\a> l!m’m;tinq the vci3rre fhtv:) is 
r.ocris:cc: witti the Clean Water Ad’s 
approach to res?rictfng dls;harpes as 
L\ cl) as the approach foliowod by states 
under their discharge-permi!:ing 
su!hor;ties. E2A believes it pruden! to 
he consistent n-it): approaches a!:cady 
used by the i’-pcncy end state 
author&s and pcrm;t writers for 
cor.:rut!ing the PCB discharge limit ic!o 
uetrr. Allowing for a mass-Lesed 
i:mi:at:on wili COih.UZ to regulate ti.e 
sbsohne amount of PCBs added tq the 
environment from a point source. EPA 
has not changed the-3 ppb standard’for _ 
discharges from asphalt roofing material 
manufacturing iTcause thc:e 
manuf~ctc:ers have not indicated a 
problem in mee!inp that s!andarcL . 

E. hlu:enb?s Deconlumzkokd IJursuon! 
To Spl! Clecnup P0lic.k 

The PCS Sy ill C!eanup Po%cy (40 CFR 
Part 761. SuLpart G) Lacamr effective on 
May 4.1987. The policy estsblishes 
uniform cleanup ieve!s for specified spill 
types and locations. The policy 
prescrhes clear.up levels for different 
types cf “spi!!s” according to the PCB . 
concentrations inrolvcd in tbc spill. the 

: type of natetia! contamiiated and the 
..epi!) location. 7!he *ill Clear?tzz Poiicy 
teai5rm. a fongstacdinp Agency policy 
of a!lowira the continued processing. . 

- distribution in commerce. and uIie of .a 
matarials that hare-beencleaned~ . 8 _ _ 

kclmnmine;ed at the time of 
iistribution in commerce in accordance 
biti the current cleanup pohcy. 

[ii. Discussion of Amendments - 
Forty-two commrnis were received 

c!uriag the ccmmcc: period. The 
mnjcrity of the comments rcccivcd in 
this rulemaking gezcra!!y agree with the 
amcnhtn!s proposed in the July 8.19G 
Fcdcrzl Register nc:ice. f:ovzver. 
scvrral mudificaticns to the rule were 
suggested by tht cornmentors. This Unit 
of&e Preamble discusses the me’or 

5’ comzwrr:s made in response to t e . 
proposed rule. EPA’s responses to these 
comments. EPA’s fmd+, and the 
retic.na!e for any addiSona rtigulatory 
requirements. Refer to the support 
document “Response to Comments 
received on the hPR for Amendments IO 
the LtncoctroXed PtBs Ru:e.” which 
apprara in the Rulemaking Record for 
EPA’s rcspcnses fo cotnmcIi!3 not 
addressed here. 

A. .W PJ’iV??&u!otoq- Cufcff 

I. Eschded PCE Products EPA’s July 
8.19c7 proposed rule generally excluded 
frcm the TSCA section g(e) prchibitions. 
the proceseirrg. distribution in 
commerce. and use of producta 
containing less than 59 ppa I’CB 
coccentrotion provided those f%B . 
cor.tai.ninz products were !egrilly ; 
macufacturcd. processed. distrfbuted in .’ 

The maior criticism c*p:es5k;! afbi*trZ 

tSc genera! exclusion for proc%% 
conthmina:ed at less th;n 50 ;Ipm w&5 
Elks lack of clarity in dclin!ng what 
activities and “products” were cxclird~l 
from regulation by the 50 ppm t..!ofi. 
Particul3rly. lt:ese r*)mmerito-b: ClipfX! 

Epi\ in i!6 decision to rxclude n broad;: 
class of products thp.n alas described l*; 
the precise terms of the definition set 
forth in the Seitlenent Qrerment. but 
ask that EP.4 clarify tile regr:lotrry 
language to betterrxpress this in:ent. 

The precise (emu of the Set:lemcrtl 
Agreement call for the Agcnry to 
propose to a.utho,ize the processi:tg. 
distribution in cornmcrcc, bnd use of 
existing stocks of products 
contaminated with X3.9 at 
conccntralions lcsr thar. 50 ppm,. in 
casts where hrsc products were lega;:? 
mamfacturcd. orocesscd. or distributed 
ia commerce &fore October 1.1934. As 
noted in comx~ents by Southern 
California Gas Company (SrCalGts). 
stict!y limf:ing the definition cf what is 
exciudodwculd have tile effect of 
placing any products contaminated b> 
“ambient” PC& after the IS&~ date 
within a class c&products still subject tc., 
the ban on processing. distribution in 
conuner~e and me. The result ia seen 
by SoCaIGar to beat odds with the 
Agency’s expressed intent not to 
regulate l *oId’!.%r ambient” PCBs at . 
lavcleaf fess than 50 ppm &2 FX~Z58U3. 
$4~ &1987).&KZaK;a~ ir concerned lhrtt 
by a strict reading of the nr!e. many of 
the productn contaminated with low 
levels of PCBs from historic PCB uses or 
during rtcyclittg activities would stilt br 
Rgu\a(pd. . . .‘=: - . 

.Agency ~tan&r&. .* - . . .-. commerce, or used prioito October 1.: 
. Ln the July 8.1987 proposal. EPA . . 196%. The term ‘?egai)y”.ar .uped in this 
propoeed IO authorize the distribution in exclusion includes acti\ ities and 
commerce and uee of materials. prcducts created by these activities Es.% __ _. . . allowed by regutauon. by exemptton 

petition. by settlement a;Feemcr& or. 
Pursuant to other Agency approved - 
programs. EPA requerrted comments on .- 

l’?wApincy s&now)edges the 
. . . validity of these comrncn!r. It is the . . . . - __ . 

equipment. and structures thal had been 
decontaminated in accordance wfth 

- sppticable rpil) cleanup policies in effecl 
’ at the time of decontamination. or if nol -. 

distribution in commctce. hlhouph 
these materials will be contaminated 
with )rw levels of PCBs. EPA propored 
to nuthorizc these activities because 
EPA has &heady dcterrnined that this 
residual level of contamination will not 
present unreasona&le risks of injury to 
‘pubiic health or the environment. 

This final rule a&esres materials 
contaminated with low level PCBs that 
tesultecl fron a spit) d ccnuoiled.. 
mat&d [$X5 in concentr6tions 0Y 50 
ppm or peeler). EPA is excluding from 
the TSCA section 9(e) prohibitions on . . 
the distribution in commerce and uaa of 
any eqgipmrnt. structures, and other 
mat&o15 contaminated with PCBs. that 
cre not o:herwisc authorized by 49 CFR 
Part 702 provided &I these ‘materials” 
were deocnteminated in accordance 
vvitk appiicablc PCB c!eanup policies in 
effect ;;t the time oi dccontbmination. or. 
i-not previousI>. decontaminated. then 

bc 
W 
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ladverten!ly generated PCBsprio: to 
le effective dntc of the Uncon:rollrd 
uie. The follcwing addresses those 
omments end identifies other eramplo+ 
f product6 that are included in this 
cneric e*clusion.. 

i 

There was strong genernl sapport 
-am all commentors on the proposal to 
encrally exclude from further 
egulaticn products that were 11 gh))y 
ontaminated with previously gencratrd 
CBS at )ere)a under 50 ppm prior to 
)ctuber 1.1964. The proposal wa3 
mpported by chemica) manufacturers. 
rther industries. and by u:iIili~.s 
:onccmrd with TX.4 pro!tiLitions on 
he repair and rebuilding of e!ectrical 
equipment. EPA received Ina cc.,nmcr& 
In this proposal from environmental 
;rcup;. 

-preaiour)y decontaminaied then . 1 its cme sludies 01 the C@ltS ahd benetits Agencp’r intent to allow the processing. 
decontaminr*td at the time of . . of regulating PCBs in UXtcentrations . d;stributicut in commene, ad use of 

3 
. 
. 

: 
, 
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~CcSs in concentfntion, klow 50 ppm h 
,z0vided that: 6 

a. The PCBs were legally e 
mdnufectured before October 1.19&L e 

b. !.f the PCBs were proceesecL a 
3ietributed in wnunerce. or used before I 
October a 1984. lhej were legally 
processed. distributed in coxzunerce or : 
CS?rl. 4 

L The r~ol!ing FCB concenffation 
:; c.. below SO ppm) it not a rfiuit of 

I 
I 

c;.lztion. or leaks and spillsof PCBs in I 
wncentrations over SO pP;n after the / 
t.l!,:ctive date of the disposal 
-. 8ulations. 

ime only exceptions to the general 50 
.,?rn cotoff for the use of previously 
:::zera!ed PCBs are EPA prohibitions on 
I+? use of PCBs at any detecteble 
‘2ntentration as a sealant. coating, or 
: rst cont;ol agent, and the use of PC& * 

- .:! $2 ppm as a fue1 in nonindustrial 
- : txlrrs and fizmacea. Since EPA 

r.?ivcd many comments on its 
a - :>QAal to nstrict the use of less than 

ppn ma!eriai as a fuel in 
:%ndus!rial boilers and furnaces. EPA 
~3 sumnatized *hese comments 
.p.lrateiy in Unit XILB of this document. 
fn response to an information request 

: the luiy 8.1967 prop~al. the 
:,:rbozrrd Marine Corporation [OhlC] 

p”“, ,mitled data on the concentration of 
23s in investment casting waxes. At 
.-• time of the Proposed Rule. the 

* * gcncy supported the inclusion of 
- 77ss:ment tXSting waxes among the 
- :.I~s of exc!uded products based upoti 

..z!.‘trmaticaI modeling which estimeted 
.: z~ge PCB contamination in these 
.IXCS to be ICI ppn. The Outboard 

:.i irine Corporation survey data, 

as ioctuded these items and their fluids 
s exampies of producta covered by the 
~xciusicm. Hydraulic and heat ttansfer 
:quipment which has been retrofilkd 
md “reclassified” according to l5C.A 
procedure6 and regulations falls within 
his class of e&ded products. General 
dolors Cnr~oratiorr submitted cost data 
m the eff& of removing the, -, 
prohibition of distribution in commerce 
and processing of this equipment. Two 
General Motors facilities would 
exP&en& an approximate $3 million 
sevings when the TSCA prohibitions 
against distribution in wmmerce of non- 
PCB beat bansfer and hydraulic 
equipment in use or .in storage are lifted. 

EPA also notes that component parts 
derived from the rebuilding or salvaging 
of electrical equipment containing PC% 
at level6 less than 5O Fpm qualify a8 
“excluded PCB products”. In addition to 
component pert% the exclusion also 
includes 6uch ectivities a6 buying. 
selling and servicing of used non-totally 
enclosed transformers that contain 
fluids with concentrations of less than 
50 ppm PCBs. As noted in the Prop0sed 
Rule. 52 FR 25&X the Agency believes 
that recycling activities involving these 
componenttio not present 8ny 
signXiGantly greater risks than other 
ectivities corrected with the 
unrestrict4 use 01 non-PC3 electrical 
equipment. 

_ Gec:edoyer the last 2 years. indicated 
* :‘:.‘I only 18 percznt of the 

-proximately 70 samples tested 
.:nMned detectable levels of PCBs. The 

c. .vage PCB concentration for those 
- !z~plles was 14 ppm. This information 
: .:nkms the Agency’s’earlier estimates 

::! *upports the inclusion of investment 
1 ls;ing waxes 8mon3 rhe general PCB 
;* oducts exclusion 

TWO cornmentors requested that the 
exclusion for non PCB equipment 
recycling activities be extended to PCE 
contamizatcd electrical equipment 
(containing concentrations of SO to 500 
ppm PCB). The Electrical Apparatus 
Sem-ice.Association (EASA) and Wilily 
Solid Waste Activi!ies Group (USWAG] 
joined in seeking the extension of the 
exemption to components from PCB- 
con+%mineted electrical equipment, or in 
the development of a new 
decontamina!ion method which wou?d 
allow electrical utility operating 
companies to continue their activities. 
Concern WRS raised about cuzent 
inventories of used component; which 
would be used in Ihe repair of PCE 
contaminated transformers. In most 
cases, these component3 are no longer 
manufactured. and the entire 8 
transformer may be rendered use&s 
without the necessary used repla’cemenl 
parts. 

EPA notes that the regulations 
prmntfy authorize a utih that O~TIS 
used components remove K f[om- 

3e considered to be PC&contaminated 
after repair. 

In responses to U\SA’s comments 
EPA also notes that the exist&$ PCB 
regulations already provide a 
mechanism for “decontaminating” PCE 
wntaroinated electrical equipment so 
that it may be treated in the same 
merum as non PCB elactriul 
equipment. The PCB regulations ailow 
the reclassification of PCB-ccmtaminated 
electrical equipment. Once reclassified, 
a piece of equipment may be salvaged 
for part6 without restriction 

Finally. TSCA tection s(e) provides 
EPA with the authority to grant 
exemptions from the prohibitiun on 
distribution in commerce. This 
mechanism is uvailable for those who 
demonstrate to EPA that their activity 
will not pre6ent an unrcasoca’ble risk of 
injury to public health and the 
environment and that good faith effot.9 
have been made to develop a substitute 
for FCBe in the adirity. For example. in 
1%~ the Agency granted the members of 
EASA a l-year exemption to process 
and distribute in commerce PCB- 
contaminated transformers md 
component parts. The l-year exemption 
wouhl 3110~ WSA time to inftxn its 
members how to comply with the PC3 
regulations. thereby allowing E.G.% 
memben time to phase out their FCB 
related acti6ties that required 
exemptions. 

The corrmmts aLo expressed strong 
;-:xd uniform support for the proposed 
;.rQduc;s exclusion and its effect cm the 
f:i!,ier use,-processing. and distribution 
i:r commexe of components derived 
;*.~m non-PCB electrical equipment (PCB 
:‘:e&ical equipment containing 1666 

*%Jn XI ppm PCB6 in dielectric fluids). 
Se ral cornmentors reqoested that 

1% N Te make express referenco LO beat 
*tans& and hydraulic equipment. 8nd 

EPA is adopting the generic 50 ppm 
exdusian for processing. distribu!ion in 
commerce. and use. based on the 
Agency’s determination that the sse. 
processing. end distribution in 
commerce of products with 1,es.s than 50 
ppm PCB concentration wi!l not . 
generals present an unreasonable risk 
of injury to bealtb or the environment. 
EPA could not possibly identify and 
assess the potential exposures from afl 
the products which may be 
c0n:aminated with PCBs at less than 50 
ppm However. EPA concluded that the 
majority of the hypothetical exposures 
developed in support of the juiy 10,X9&4 
r$e were n0t significant. and in 
incidents where higher exposures were 
calculated. further evaluation of the 
assumptiuns showed that the estimatrd 
exposures overestimeted actual 
expected exposures from the products. 
EPA believes that the qualitative 
conclusions reacw in 198.4 with r+ard 

elect&al equipment owned by the same to products [with concentration? up to 

e . *:*:ier miscellaneous equipment in u6e. or utibty ca;npany IO use these component 50 ppm) from exctuded manufacturing 
‘in storage for reuse. which hes LM in parts in th& repair of other equipment practices apply with equal force to the 

‘I ccntact with nuterial 1666 than SO ppm m&, ila ownership However. if e products excluded by this final rule. In 
- PLkb. rather than k8Vbg ti6 &5@ Of - component part from FCB-contaminated addition. EPA has concluded that the 

**::uiprnent inferentially covered by the ef&cal equipment is used t0 repair costs 66Soci6ted with the strict 
oducls language. The Agency non-PCB e+pment. the equipment must prohibition on PCB activities are lsge 

i . 



However. EPA proposed to restrict used 
oil recyciiq activi:ies by prohjhiting !kr 
burnin: of used oil containing any 
quentifiicble Ievcl of PCBr; ;(.z a fuel in 
nonindustrial boi!ws. 

the Agency’s cumnt regulations for 
disposing mineral oil diclectnc fiuid (SD- 
499 ppm PCDK) in high efficicncv boilers 
set fclrth m 4.0 CFR i61.6o[r?l[Z)(iii#A)!S). 
Simiinr to the requirements’in todays 
rule. the existing rules repardiny.hiph. 
efiiciency boilerJi,nit the fuel feed riite 
for PCBs. Section’761-.bo(a][Z)[iii)lA)[4) 
states that mine@ oil dielectric fluid 
cannot compose more than 10 percent. 
E-39.9 ppm YCBs. [on a volum&asis) of 

the total &el feed rate. EPA,btili’ev+s 
that the dequirements for burning PCD 

’ fluid between 2 and 49 ppm PCCs during 
startup and shutdown operations in 
industrial boi!ers and furnaces should 
be consistent with the existing disposal 
rules set forth in ;M CFR 76l.M. 

Today’s rule also prohibits the 
burning of oil containing drtrctable 
concentrations of PCBs in nonindustrial 
boilers and furnaces because these 
units. as a class, are more likely than 
RCRA-approved indastnal boilers and 
furnaces to operate under combus!ion 
conditions that are conducive to the 
volatilization of PGBs and the formation 
of toxic products from the incomplete 
combustion of PCBs. 

1 he p:oposed ruic also proposed to 
amend the definition of “eualified 
incinrrztor” codified at 4d CFR X1.3. 

. F3’.“. proposed to dr!ctc the reference 10 

r;;l;r;nd high e:licicncy Itoi!cx u:rdc: 
;b~.~:r;j!~) and to rcp!ace that deleted 
language with a reference to the high 
r*lriciencv hoih criteria and nnt;ficaticm 
~c~qui:c&& set forth in 4 i61.6O[a](2). 
TIw prcpcskl required the s~mc 
cnzzbosticz conditions as previous!?; 
requtrpr! but scq$:t to rcp!acc the 
approval requiremrnts with the simpler 
rrouirement of notifica.tion to the EPA 
Hepiorza’ Administrator as stated in 
f Xi1 .MI~a)(~~(ii~)$t]. 

‘The propose: aiso soupk.t to make 
another class oi combustion facilities 
eligible for burning used oils with less 
than 50 ppm PCBs. EPA proposed to 
inc!uLle combusticn fsciliiies reccgnized 
as acceptable for bwninp off 
sDecification “used oil fuels” under 40 
cg Part 266. Subpart E. This second : 
class consists of the indus:rial 
“furnaces” and “boilers” which are 
idrntiiird in 40 CFR 266.41(b) and whose 
owners have notified EP.4 of their used 
oil burning activities. The criteria for 

these boilers and furnaces are identified 
. in 40 CFR 260.10. 

Today’s rule allotis the burning of oil 
containing between 2 and 49 ppm PCBs 
as a fuel in RCR&aouroved industrial 

I 

boilers and furnace&-The rule requires 
thftt RCRA approved units used to bum 
PCB oil between 2 and 49 ppm must be 
operating at normal operating .. -. 1 
temperatures (this requirement prohibits 
burning such fuels during either startup 
or shutdoHn operations). By prohibiting 
tbe use of oil as a fuel between 2 and 49 
ppm PCBs during startup and shutdo-un 
operations for these units, EPA is * 
eftectively eiiminaling another source. 

. . . . . . 

fn the Propcsed Huh-. EPA concluded 
that nonindustrial boilers are typicall! 
small to medium site unmanned units 
that may not achieve op!imum 
combustion conditions when burning 
fuel that the unit was not designed to 
burn. EPA believed that very few, if any. 
of these units are eqnipped with 
emissions control equipmeni: &iie 
mans industrial boilers/furnaces are so 
equipped. Further, nonindustrial units 
are more hkely to be located in an urban 
setting where so?Llces are frequently 
ciustered together. they general!y have 
lower stack heights. and have a sporadic 
mode of operation. Emissions plumes 
from numerous sources can overiap and 
increase ambient air concentrations of 
PCBs and PCDFs while simuitancously 
exposing a.larger population. In 
contrast. large boilers and industrial 
furnaces are more iikely to be operated 
by trained’operators and equipped with 
combustion controls to maintain . .* 
combustion efficiency when brrming - 
+.& n-iixed with low coacentrs!ion ti ciass of “‘incinerators” qualified to . 
pC&. .- .-.-’ : ;. - _ :_ : _. 2 “-bum oil containing between 2 ppm end 

The Agency requested commenta on .’ m4prn pcBs Ihose: - . 
ib proposal 10 prohibit the burning of - . y 111 ~nc~er,tb~ approyed for m 
ad oil &*tajnfng’iess &m 90 ppm i” *dFSlNCtioRUXIder 9 76130.. - 

..:m b DokndwMd bil- M a R .-a. (4 H&h efficiency boilers which ‘. 

Where conditions are c~nducwe 10 Me - 

*’ incomplete combustion of PCBs and the 
formation of PCDFs. The prohibition on 

he assessment avcrsts~td the 
)f PCDF formation. and criticized the 
:onwrvativc assumptions in the r&L 
assessment. including the Irecptrn~\ ::*..! 
juration of used oilburning in 
:csidcntial boilers. I iowcrer. EP:\ di(l 
not receive substantive information IQ 
sllow the Apency to reevaluate the ri& 
of PCDF formation and make the . 
rcquircd findi;rg that such bJrnir.R tit*?.. 
no1 present unrcasoneble risks.. 
Commpntots did not provide 
inform&lion to support an adjustmcn’ it* 
the assumptions underlying thr 
assessment for the potential for PCUF 
formation such as combustion 
efLicicncy. rcsidentiel combustion ur.il 
sizes and types. operating tcmpcrhtm: < 
forrr.ation of PCDFs under difIcriag 
cort&ustion condilions. etc. 

Sn the risk assessment derrloped for 
the proposed mie. the Apmcy contludr *? 
that ir:halation exposures acsnciatrd 
with the vola5lizinp of PCBs Jvring L)ri’ 
burning of used oil [with PCBs at the lid 
pprn level or Iewer) in small boilers 
were not significant. Hnwcver. tAr: 
Agrncy’s quantitative onco;cnic fi=jr r1.r 
the potent:81 inhalation cxposl;rcr. 
associetcd with the formation 3r.d 
re:eesc of polychlorinzted 
dibenzofurans [PCDFs] Iron small- EPC! -- 
medium-sized nonindustrial boilers 
(which may operate under ineff::.i::;t 
cocditi0r.s) was cocsidcred 6jgnificc:T.I 
because the risks fall into the 1~10~~ tcr 
1 x10m4range. hlo:eover, only 23 percm.1 
of this oil is burned this way: a 
prohibition does not create great 
economic impact. Since EPA receive6 nn 
data which refutes the risk assessment. 
the final rulr retains the prohibition on 
the use of waste oil containing less thzn 
60 ppm PCB as a fueI in nonindustrial 
boilers. Nonindustrial boilers include 
but xre not limited to &ore located in 
single or multifamily residences; 
commercial establishments (such as 
hotels. office buiidings. laundries. 
service stations. greenhouses): and 
institutional establishments (colleges. 
.hospilak. schocrls. prisons]. 
_ Ln thit tie. EPA is designating within 

~85~. w sqw~ ~v-1 commenton - operate under the conditions of 

asserted that an used oil products under 0 7f&eO[a)(Z!#iii~A) and whose owners 
50 ppm should be excluded from all have ootilied EPA of their used oil 
TSCA re~letions. including burner . burning activities under 3 761.M 
restrictions. Several cornmentors who (r)(2)(iii)[B). - .-- - 
opposed the burner restrictions focused - -e(s) incinerators approved under the 
.their objections on&e risk assessment authority of Rm BIE?CtibCI 3tXlS(c). - 
that EPA developed in ~upporl ofita 
proposal- Two cornmentors stated that 

[a) h6uus6el fum%cea and b&l&s 
which are identified Q 40 CFR 260.10 

. 

. 



cooc8ntrations are likely to be well 
abve the level of detection (i.e.. 2 ppm) 
pm~cnts a grealcr fikehhood for the 
formation oi highly toxic byproducts 
5ssociatcd with the poor combustion of 
bqhcr concentration PCDs,in these 
devices. Therefore. EPA. to remain 
consistmt in avoiding such risks.% 
prohibiting the burning of.PCB used oil 
1s itid in space heaters outside the 
8;;!omo!ive industry. 

Srveral cornmentors have reques!ed 
that !he Agency clarify the te& 
l *d~!cc!able level of PCBs” which i5 used 
to describe the used oils to which this 
h8ming restriction applies (40 CFR 
26120(e)). The preamble of the Propoeeh 
Rule (~2 FR 2%%] stated !hat 
*d~!ec.!able” means “practical iimil of 
qutintitation (i.e., 2 ppm). TheChemical 
Manufacturers Associalion 
mcommcnded that EPA include this 
&rif!cation in the regulatory language 
bl mfcrring specifically to the dcfini!ion. 
“less than 2 micrograms per gram from 
at> resolvable gas chromatographic 
pcwk.” previously included in the TSCA 
rrgutations for nondetectable PCBs in 
products of closed waste manufacturing 
~r~c~~se~ (47 FX 469995. Odotter 2l. 
FIX\. This definition has been acceoted 
by !dc Agency and will bc incorporated 
in thr Rule to clarify which used oils are 
con>idrred to have detectable FCBs. 

Seretd comments were received 
which addressed the availabilitv of 
anzrly!ical methods for meeting ihe level 
oi detection and the impact of this level 
on recyding and burning of waste oil for 
fuel. lames River Corporation and 
Texaco Inc. requested that the Agency 
consider a level higher than the one 
proposed-+pecificaBy-S ppm--which 
WCS felt would mee! the goals of the 
regulation 8nd the concerns for 
feasibilitv exnnassed br recvciers. Other 
thresh&s suggested were 20 ppm [on 
the grounds that it was feasible in the 
field): 25 ppm. or even 35 ppm. 

. The Agency ha5 determined that . 
analytical procedure5 have been 
demonstrated !o be capable of 
accurately and reproducibly determining 
*Jle concentration of PCB5 in Bunker C 
Fuel Oil a! z ppm using a quantitstion 
procedure based on one congener Per 
homolog standard. Both Gas 
Chromatography/Electron Captum and 
Gas Chromatograph/liaIl Debsctor 
Electron Capture are effective and 
easily implemented. Thenfore. the level 
Of quantitation (articulated iD eariier 

. %A mgulation&2 FR 46995) ie 
8pPsified M 2 ppm. 
.A large: number of cornrncnto 

addressing an alternative PCB threshcdd 
implicitly endorsed Mending to meet 
5ny speci&d PCB threshold The= 
mamten!s Pointed ou! that the TSCA 

rohibitions on dilution do not apply 
&u3s a rcnuletion so8cifuzaUv aIIoW6 it. 
nd that aiiowing bl&rdinp would make 
he rule conristtn! with the RtX4 Bum 
Ian Rule. It was aiso suggested tfrat 
rlendion would facih!ete the iniection of 
he. fuel&to the b&or. and result in 
jet&r combustion and destruction of the 
‘CBS. :. 

Unlike RCRA re&lations for * 
lazardous w8ste disposal. the TSGA 
PCB disoosrl renulations dictate ’ 
differem d&posal requirements 
depending upon the concentration of 
PCBs in the waste This approach was 
adopted because EPA nzcognized that 
PCBs .are ubiquitous in the environment 
and are present in measurable 
quantities as contaminants in many 
materials. EPA struggled to establish a 
manageable disposal system that 
recognized the widespread 
contamination that 30 or so years of 
indiscriminant disposal created yet one 
that would strictly control the disposal 
of any PC& removed from rrse af!cr the 
Congressional ban in 1977. The result 
was a disposal system based upon PCB 
concentrations in waste and a stric! 
prohibition against dilution as a 
mechanism for avoiding proper disposal. 

Allowing blending-d&n !o eilhcr 
below the level of de!ection or below 50 
ppm PCBs under this rule would be a 
departure from EPA’s longstanding 
position that requires material once 
tested for PCB concentration to be 
treated under the regulations b‘a&d 
upon its measured c&centration. EPA is 
acuteiv awar- of the difficulties in 
effect&elv monitoring compliance with 
the prohibition on dilution and is 
concerned about the potential avenue 
that it would be opening op for the 
improper disposal of 50 ppm or greater 
materials in allowing blending-down to 
either below the level of detection or 
below 50 ppm in this rule. Therefore. 
EPA is meinfaining its longstanding 
policy to prohibit dilution. 

EPA% proposal to allow batch testing 
by marketers as a nap of saving 
anatyticsl testing coa!s met with 
e&oval in the comments. The Nationa\ 
6ii Recyclenr note that, by the time 8 

shipment of used oil creches a 
processing plant. it i5 8 mixture Of oil 
from several generators. They maintain 
that the cost of testing each individual 
%ample before it W8S edded to 8 

shipment would be Prohibitive. In 
addition. tbq indicate that turn-erwnd 
time for laboratory tests may rattgv from 
a few days to 2 weeks. unless 8 high 

.5urcharge is paid for priority 5enice. 
Costs for PCB testing have been cikd a8 
ranging frm S2S tom par 5ampL. With 
the Low currenl markets in wa8tc oil. a5 

. higblighti in comprrots fom Harba 

Oil. Inc: the expcasf of requiring 
individual 58mdes. ratherthan bakh 

k.y&-& 

testinp. would be Prohibitive. The 
Agency reguialions. therefore. allow for 
batch !+stinfi. along with certification. 11 
is impormn! to nok that. if any PCBs 8\ 

8 concentnation of +0 ppm or grcaler. 
hsro been added to the container. then i 
the total con8Gner contentw’must be 
considered as having a PCB 
concentration of SO ppm or grcalrr for 
purposes ofcomplyina with the disposaf 
raquirements of 40 CR7 761.60. Batch 
testink along with proper ,records 
documentation provides for an 
environmantaily sound program for 
collecting and burning oil5 wi!h 
detectable leveis of PCBs while et the 
same time prcser+ng and protecting our 
limited waste oil markets. 

This final rule makes the TSCA 
regulations more consistent with the 
Agency’s overan strategy for repuhrting 
the recycling of used oil. After 
evaluating the risks posed by these ; 
activities, EPA has determined that !he a 
use. processing. and distribution in * 

commerce of used oil containing less , 

than 50 ppm PCBs does no! pcnerally i 
present an unreasonable risk of injury to : 
human health or the environment. EPA 
is not able to de!ermine that burning 
used oil as fuel in nonindustrial boilers 
wi!l not present an unreasonable risk. 
EPA believes that the burning of PCB- 
containing used oil fuels in combustion 
facilities which operate underinefficient 
combustion condition5 will promote the 
formation of highly toxic PCDFs: (see 52 
FR 2584430 for further discussion on 
exposure risks esaocialed with the 
incomplete combustion of PC%). 

Due to the po!ential for the formation 
of PCDFs in inefficient combustion 
facilities bmirtg PC&containing used 
oil, EPA believes that it is pn!dent to 
adopt 8n approach in this final rule 
which is cor&stent with th8! of the 
RCRA Bum Ban Rule for burning 
hazardous waste end off-specification 
used oil fuels. EPA believes that the 
rationale set forth in the RCRA Bum Ban 

Rule preamble for designating 
nonindustrial tx&rs IFS the prohibi!ed . 
dass d combustion~faeiliti (50 FR 
49lqI) provides a &mpellirtg argument 
for similariy *tiding the burning of 
used oil prodecte containZng PC% 8t the 
leas than 50 ppm krd This pmhrbition 
OR burning PCSBconCmiuated oik in 
non-industrial boikrs will afford 8n 

inM4-n me85un of prudent control until 
EPA capfete its ongoing 
comprehtiq avaluation of 
combwrton co&Mona in vetious boikrs 
and furnacea. Upon completing this 
evaluation. CPA win Pmmulggete rules 
presuiiing comborrkm fXrfOrm8nc8 

. 
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standards under RCRA. The net result 
will be to allow or disallow burning of 

‘hazardoud waste fuels based on actual 
combustion capabilities rather than their 
classification as an “industrial” or 
“nonindustrial” boiler or furnace. 

ln addition lo a consideration of the 
toxicity bf PcBs and the magnitude of 
exposure to.humans and the 
environment. the TSCA unreasonable 
risk standard rewires EPA to consider 
the economic impacts and other societal 
cost3 associated with the regulation of a 
chemical. EPA evaluated the economic 
impact5 of maintaining the current 
prohibition of all used oil recycling 
activities. (see Ref. 26. Support. . . 
Document entitled l ‘PCB Rule Revision: 

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis and 
Estimate3 of Exposed Population.“) EPA 
concludes lhat the risks associated with 
the recycling [use. processing. and 
distribution in commerce) of used oil 
products containing less than SO ppm 
PCBs are generally outweighed tiy the 
enormous costs associated with 
prohibiting such activities, the cost 
associated with depriving society of the 
benefits of recycled oil products, and the 
net reduction in environmen:al 
protection associated with a curtailment 
in recycling activities.. Secondly. EPA 
believes that the net reguiatory impact 
on restricting the buming of used oil 
containing less than 50 ppm PCBs to 
industrial boilers and furnaces wi!! be 
insignificant. This final rule makes PCB- 
containing used oil (<SO ppm PCEls) 
available to a much larger universe of 
eligible combustion facilities than 
-allowed under the previous reguiation. 
The availability of these combustion 
facilities (qualified incinerators. 
industrial furnaces. industrial boilers. 
utility boilers, etc.) and the availability 
of other recycling markets [e.g.. other 
industrial uses and rerefining) should 
provide more than adequate capacity to 
handle any market shifts caused by the 
prohibition on burning in nonindustrial 
boilers. EPA believes that the oil 
management system has already 

- responded to the Bum Ban Rule by 
diverting the bulk of used oil fuels away 
from the nonindustrial boiler market, 

I and any further diversion resulting from 
this final rul’e should be minimal. For 

I these reasons, EPA concludes that 

I 
allowing the burning of PCB-containing 

i 
used oil fuels (<SO ppm PCBS) under the 
conditions se! forth in this document 
wiil not present an unreasonable risk of 
injury to health or the environment. 

In this final rule, IO be consistent with 

Ibe approach adopted by the RCRA . 
Bum Ban Rule for marketers and 

m;bumen of used oil fuel, EPA is 
;m 

bsi+ 

?mpfementing a combination of limited 
y> 2 

3 ‘.’ 
k ‘c...’ - 

testing requirements. prohibitions. and 
recordkeeping requirement3 for burners 
and marketers of used oil fuel between 2 
and 49 ppm PCBs. These provisions are 
to help enirure compliance with the -’ 
prohibitidnon burning this PCB used oil 
fuel in nonindustrial boilers and . 
furnaces. -- 

For regulatory purposes used oil fuel 
is oresumed to contain KS above the 
prjctical limit of quantitation (i.e.. 2 
ppm) and’iherefore would be subject to 
these restrictions. unless the marketer 
obtains PCB analyses (test data) or 
other information documenting that the 
used oil fuel does not contain detectable 
levels of PCBs. The Agency believes that 
presuming used oil to be contaminated 
with PCBs above 2 ppm is a prudent 
regulatory tool lo ensure the proper 
burning of waste oils. This is not meant 
to imply that al! waste oil is. without 
question, contaminated with PC% 
above the ievel of detection: as test data 
and other information documenting the 
oil’s concentration will demonstrate. 
The first person who makes the claim 
that the used oil fuel does not contain 
PCBs at quantifiable levels must obtain 
thz atralyses or “other information” to 
support his claim. The “other 
information” could indude persoaal. 
special knowledge of the source and 
composition of the used oil. or a 
certification from the generator claiming 
that the oil does not contain PCBs above 
the practical limit of quantitation (2 
wml. 

The prohibitions apply to both burners 
and “marketers*’ (as defined in 40 CFR 
761.3). A parson may market (process or 
distribute in commerce] used oil at 
levels between the practical limi! of 
quantitation (2 ppm) and 50 ppm for 
energy recovery only to those burners 
who qualify either as a “qualified 
incinerator” under 40 CFR 761.3 or as a 
combustion device identified in 40 CFR 
266.41(b). Before an eligible burner 
accepts its first shipment of used oil fuel 
containing PCBs at concentrabons < 50 
ppm, but >2 ppm from a marketer, he 
will be required 10 provide the marketer 
a one-time written noticcf certifying that 
he will burn the used oih.onb in a 
qualified incineralor (y761.3) or in a 
combustion device identified in 
i~266.41[b). Marfteters will be required 
to retain copies of their used oil 
analyses (or other information relating 
to PCB levels in oil) for 3 years: they 
would also be required to retain a copy 
of each certification that they have 
received from burners from the date of 
the last transaction with the burner. 

By imposing the requirements on 
marketers and burners EPA believes it 
will effectively enspre compliance with 

2-3 

the prohibition on the burning of used 
oil fuel in nonindustrial boilers. This ,is 

consistent with the RCRA Bum Ban Rule 
which imposes recordkeeping and * 
reporting rkquirements conWols’t0 . 
prohibit burning of off-specification used 
oil fuels ininonindustrjal boilers. 

C. Won Clove Aequireinent 

The Circuit Court’s decision 
overturning EPA’s rule which would 
allow a general SC? ppm cutoff. 
effectively prohibited the use of heat 
transfer and hydraulic systems 
containing less than 60 ppm PCBs. So, 
EPA, in the July ‘IO. 1984 rule authorized 
the use of PCBs at concentrations less 
than 50 ppm in these systems for the 
remainder of their useful lives provided 
owner3 of these systems provided 
workers performing repair and 
maintenance operations on these 
systems with Viton elastomer gloves lo 
protect against dermal exposure to PCBs 
(40 CFR 781.30[d)(6) and 761.30[e)(6)). 

The Viton glove requirement was the 
subject of many comments received 
after promulgation of the July 10.1%4 
rule. Due to the interest aroused by this 
requirement, EPA reexamined the 
po\ential exposures and economic 
impact5 presented by the inclusion of a 
protective ciothing requirement referring 
exclusively to gloves formulated from 
Viton elastomer. After considering 
additional economic information which 
was not considered during the previous 
rulemaking and after further evaluation 
of the potential exposures, the Agency 
has concluded that the Won elastomer 
glove requirement is not necessary to 
protect against any unreasonable risks 
presen!ed by be continued usaof 
authorized heat tiansfer and hydraulic 
.systems. Therefore, EPA proposed to 

delete the requireinent from the use 
authorizations for heat transfer and 
hydraulic systems. 

Several commknts were received 
which supported the proposal to 
eliminate the exclusive Viton glove . 
requirement for workers performing 
maintenance on he& transfer and 
hydraulic systems. General Motors 
Corporation suggested that the 1984 risk 
assessment greatly overstated the 
concentration of PCBs actuallv in the 
equipment. The data show that the 
average concentration of PCBs in 

hydraulic,and heat transfer equipment 
to be 12 ppm. The commentor indicated 
that the assumption used in the 1964 risk 
assessment. that the PCB concentration3 

are constant et SO ppm over the entire 

period of exposure. is noI consistent 
with the fact the\ the equipment does 
leak and is topped off with fluids 

. containing no PCBs. The General Motors 
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p&&on during such time,as they are 
engaged in contact with PCBs and 
strongly recommends the use of 
impermeable gloves and clothing 
designed to Prevent skin contact with 
PCBs. particularly when PCBs are 
present in concentrations of 500 ppm or 
greater. The choice of glove material 
will depend on the concentration of 

.- PCBs. the duration of occupational 
contact with PCBs, and the cosl and 
permeabi!ity of the glove material. 

The Vilon glove requirement arose 
from concerns caused by a Ma?‘. 1484 
exposure assessment conducted in 
support of the July IO. 1~ ruie. (For 
details of the exposure assessment see 
Vol. 4 of support document for the july 
10.1984 rule entitled “Exposure 
Assessment for lnci~entally FVoduced 
Polychlorinrted Biphenyis”]. The 
kypothetinl worn1 case derrnal 
exposure presented in this report was 
beiiercd. at the time significant enough 
to justify the imposition of the Vilon 

D. 3 PPB Water Eflluent Limitation 

The Uncontrolled PCB Rule set forth. 
among other things. the category of 
“recycled PCBs” pmcessee !hat are 
excluded iiom the TSCA section s(e) 
bans on manufacturing. use. and 
distribution in commerce. These 
excluded Processes involved 
manufacturers who use raw materials 
contaminated with Aroclor PCBs lo 
tinufacture neti products instead of 
using virgin materi&. Recycling old 
products yields both environmental and 
economic benetits since that practice 
conserves ndwal mounes. reduces 
ew use. and reduces solid waste 
gene&on. 

F In response to the proposal lo otchde .- . 

# 

glove requirement. However. npon 
further examination. EPA has concluded these ectivities in the Uncontroikd PCB 

,- ‘: that the ISEM assessment overstates the Rule. EPA received informsticm from 
t:milikeIg dermal exposures and associated . odg two menufacttiag industries: The 

data are consistent with the Agency 
conciusions expressed in the )uly 6.1987 
(52 FR 25841) proposed rule that the 
majority of !he presently euthorized 
hydraulic and heat !ransfer systems 
have PCB concentration~well below 50 
ppm and support EPA’s belief !.hhal !h.e 
ecluai lifetime averke PCB exposures’ 
resulting from semicinp of heat transfer 
and hydraulic systems siiould he at least 
one’ order of magnitude less than !hose 
predicted by the 1984 assesemenL 

AlI commentors agree that the risk to 
maintenance workers did not warrant 
the costs associated with the exclusive 
Won polymer requiremenL The - 
National Institule for Occupational 
Safety and Heal&h (NIOSH) agreed that 
recommending only the use of Viton 
gloves is overly restrictive and not 
warranted based on recent research 
findings conducted for NOSH by the 
LctqAlamos Xalional Lziboratov 
(L4NL). A number of alternative glove 
materials were suggested (Won SFe. 
bu!yl. neoprene. Saranex Tyvek. nitrile. 
Teflcne) which w&e shown to Provide 
good protection against a PCB mixlure 
(52 percent Aroclor 1254 in 46 percent 
trichlorobenzene) for at least 8 hours. 
The LAXL studies. while developing 
information reiative !.o the effectiveness 
of g!ove materials when handling high 
concen!raGon PCBs. do not address 
effecliveness of lower cost glove 
materials for use with low concentration 
PCB mineral oiis. 

The Agency recognizes the concern 
exwessed bv NlOSH for worker 

F 

, 

isb and thar the estimated exposures 
lo not jos!ib the imposition of the 
normous costs associated with the 
)revious proteclire glove requirement. 

EPA also considered information not 
lreviously examined by the Agency 
:onceminp the coti to industv 
sasociated with the exclusive Won 
plove requiremenh’ Al the lime pf, the 
luly la. 1964 rule. Viton elastomer wfls 
the only ma(erial known to EPA which 
possessed,$he necessaF resistanc’e to . 
PCB breakthrough. Although the costs of 
the Viton gloves were significant. EPA 
reasoned that the incremented costs 
associaled with the inclusion of the 
Viton giore requirement were minimal 
relative to the costs which industry 
would incur without a use authorization 
for less than 50 ppm systems. 

However. in response lo numerous 
comments received after the }uly 10. 
19Ecl rule, EPA reexamined the costs 
associated wifh the Viton glove 
requirement and found them lo be 
exorbitant in light of the “worst-case” 
exposures estimated in the exposure 
assessment. The incremental costs 
essocialed with the Viton glove 
reouirement are in the order of SSM 
miliion over 10 years. The Agency htls 
concluded that the potential risks 
presented by these activities do ncrt 
wanant the imposition 01 incremental 
costs of this magnitude. 

As a result of the 1981 risk assessment 
which over es!ima!ed the riskocdermal 
occupational exposure to repair and 
maintenance workers and the 
incremented costs associated with the 
Viton glove requirement the Agency is 
amending the us-eaa!horizations for 
hydraulic and heat !ransfer systems b] 
eliminating the conditions requiting 
owners to provide repair and 
maintenance workers with gloves 
formulated with Viton elastomer. 

gphafl mfrng materials manufacWrt&iw 
lnd menulecturers of pulp and papm 
lraducts. After evaluating whether lhrs~. 
,pecific activities would prcscnt 
rnreasoneble risks of injury to health 
brad the environment. EPA announced I:: 
.he )utv la. 1964 rule thol it would 
zxclude’these PCB recycling products 

\ 

and processes (pulp and paper and 
asphalt roofing). if ceria’in conditions arti 
met. 

The provision which excludes 
"recgcled FCBs” from the section 6[e) 
prohibitions is codified at 40 CFR 
76l.l(T). The !erm -recycled PCBs” is 
defined at 40 CFR 781.3 by five 
conditions that limit Aroclor PCB 
concentrations in the products. was:cs 
wa:er discharges, and air emissions. 
EPA determined in the final 
Uncontrolled PCBs Rule that PCB 
recycling activities conducted under 
these conditions would not present XI 
unreasonable risk of injury to hcal:h or : 
thr environment. 

The specific provision in the dcCnition 
of “recycled PCBs” (40 CFR 761.3) that ts 
the subject of this rulemakmp pertains 
to pro&ion number (4) which . 
establishes the limits on releases of 
AroclorPCBs in water dischatpcs from 
sites processing paper products. The 
finai rule re:ains the existing 
concen!ra!ion-based discharge limil. l~:l 
otherwise amends the provisior. by 
allowing a mass-based limitation. 
Provision number (41 staled: ‘The 
amount of Aroclor PCBs added lo water 
discharged from a processing site must 
at all times be less than 3 micrograms 
per iiter (pg/l) for total Aroclors 
(roughly 3 parts per billion).” 

Petitionem. Ft. Howard and APL 
raised objections to this condition as it 
relates todischarges from mills in the 
puip and paper industry. The major 
concerns were that the language which 
limited discharges to 3 ppb “at all tints” 
(a concentration-based limitation) 
penalized paper milis which. in the 
Mews! of waler conservation 
decreased their volume Row or releases 
and. as a result exceeded the 3 ppb 
limitation. EPA received no objections 
to this pmvisiw @om !he asphalt 
roofing industry 

EPA reexamined the 3 ppb Aroclozs 
discharge limit for Pub and paper mi)\s 
in bght of th pe!2ionera claims and 
othercommti received by !he Agency. 
AB P resuh the Ager~ proposed to 
eliminatr from the de&aition of 
“recycled PC&’ &e provision Ilmitinn, 
&o&r PCB rsleaaes in ubkr 
diechscges from pu4, and paper mills lo 
3 svb- 

EPA received comtncMs both pro end 
con on &is proposal. Some commenlrrs 
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supported the proposal to eliminate the 
3 ppb limitation because they beheved 
that PCBs in the effluents from pulp and 
paper mills were being adequateiy . 
controlled under the CWA permit . . 
programs. They contended that the . 
states and EPA regiona) offices are in 

:tivitics. Rather. the < !33 mm 

fact doing an adequate job regulatirg 
PCB discharges in their NPCES permits. 

EPA also received comments that 
opposed the proposal taeliminate the 3 
ppb limitation, arguing that the current 
state of regulation by the states is 
inadequate to control discharges from. 
pulp and paper mills and therefore a 
TSCA effiuent limit should be 
maintained to exclude these activities - 
from the processing prohibition. These 
commentera argued that removing this 
limit would create a gap in controlling 
PC5 discharges into water. 

At this time EPA has not established 
ifn erfluent guidehne for PCBa under the 
C\i’h. Although states have begJn to 
revise their water quality standards 
under the Water Quality Act of 1987 for 
CWA toxic pollutants. this process will 
tdke longer than the expected 2 years to 
implement. EPA has considered the 
concerns about the adequacy of controls 
c:n PCB efnucnts through individual 
p*rr.lits and conduded that it is 
aporopriate to retain 9 water discharge 
limit in the definition of “recycled PCDs" 
$en the present status of some state 
NPDES permits and the delays in 
ia:p!cmenting state revisions of water 
qus!ity standards. EPA reached this 
conclusion in view of the fact that there 
is currently no effluent limitation 
guideline or standard for discharges of 
PCBs from pulp and paper mills and in 
view of the ongoing but aa yet 
incomp!ete process in implementing 
s!a!e revision of water quality 
a!and2rds. Any subsequent PCB 
discharge staidard promulgated under 
the CWA would obviate the need for a 
limitation in this rule. and EPA would 
revoke the limitation at that time. 

The final rule describes the limit in a 
mticner which requires manufacturers in 

* the pulp and paper industry who use 
raw materials contaminated with 
&oclor PCBa to comply with either a 
concentration or mass-based limit. 
Comments on the Uncontrolled Rule and 
.the )uly a. mai proposal to amend that 
.rule-pointed out the shortcomings in 
EPA’s aouroach to establishing a water 
4acha& limit solely an an absolute 

’ c6ncentration limit. EPA agrees that the 
PCB water discharge limit in this rule 
should be consistent with mass-baaed 
approaches already used by EPA and 

F--. i state authorities and permit writers 
under the CWA. - . 

When EPA established the 3 ppb 
r discharge limit forled PCBS, the 

ntent was tot~~~tml these additional - 
mcontrolled PCBr rebsed iatu the 
environment The 3 ppb limit - . 
epresented a leveLdetermined by EPA . 
o be a universally achievabte and 
&able level of quantitation (LQQ) 
&rich would best ensure. togother with 
&be other restrictions in the definitlon. 
that no unreasonable risk of injmy to 
health or environment would be posed 
by these manufacturing processes. 
Under the CWA, discharges are limited 
by a variety of technology-based 
effluent limitations and standards with . 
more stringent water quality-baaed 
standards applied an needed. When 
EPA promulgated the Uncontrolled PCBa 
Rule, the Agency did not intend to - 
create inconsistencies in the approaches 
IO regulation of discharges. 

Comments on the proposed mle show 
that establishing an equivalent mass 
limitation on water discharges from 
recvclad PCBa activities would orovide 
an equivalent level of protection aa the 3 
ppb limit. Allowing a mass limitation 
would regulate the absolute amount of 
PCBa added to the environment from a 
point source. EPA has considered these 
comments and decided that aa an 
altemaBve to the 3 ppb concentration- 
based limit, persona may comply with 
this concentra ticn iinit converted IO a 
mass-based limitation. Conversion from 
concentration to mass-based limitations 
can be accomplished by mu!tiplying the 
appropriate aubca trgory flow factor 
(average wastewater flow expressed as 
kl per kkg product) for a facility by the 
concentration limit (expressed in ppb) 
and an appropriete conversion factor 
fl.OE-06) lo obtain the amount of PCBs 
illowedper weight oi product 
(expressed as kg PCBs per kkg product). 
The total dailv discharne allowance for 
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%a would then be ca?cu!ated by 
multiplying the amount of PCBs allowed 
per weight of product by the annual 
average daily production for the facility 
(expressed as kkg product per day). 
Further guidance to convert the 
concentration-baaed standard to the 
mass-baaed limitation ia available in the 
pubhc record. 

E. Distribution in Commerce 
r 

d Use o/’ 
Decontominoted Equipment.. fructures. 
ond Moferiols * 

In the July 8.1987 proposed rule. EPA 
proposed to exclude from regulation an 
additional class of materials 
contaminated with P&s at levels below. 
60 ppm (or the applicable cleanup 
standard for solid surfaces). Unlike the 
class of products diacuaded earlier in 
this rule, the PCBa discussed in this 
section did not originate from 
‘contamination resulting from historic 
manufacturing. use. or recycling 

; 

mcentration leveia (or the applicable 
eanup standards for aohd surfaces) - 
zsent in these materials are . 
saociated with leaks and spills (i.e. 
nproper diaposai) of- > 50 ppm material: 
hat is. the residual PCBa remain after 
roper cleanup of a spill of controlled 
mterial. . 
EPA proposed to formslly exclude 

*om the TSCA eection 6(e) prohibitions 
I] useand distribution in commerce. 
ertain equipment, structures. and other 
nateriala that have inadvertently 
lecome contaminated with PCBs . 
,ecauae of spills from, or proximity to, a 
CB ltem with PCB concentrations 
greater than 60 ppm provided that these 
nateriala were decontaminated to the 
specified level below 66 ppm PCBs in 
accordance with applicable EPA PCB 
:)eanup policies at the time of 
jecontomination. Spills in this case 
nust not have been the result of any 
intentional discharge of PCBs. and the 
contamination must be attributable to 
PCB Items and activities which are 
themselves authorized. 

The proposal also excluded from . 
regulation the PCB use prohibition on 
materials or equipment which became 
contaminated wit!] PCBs prior IO the 
eiiective date of the ae::t;on 6{e) bans 
and which have not undergone 
decontamination under any EPA PCB 
cleanup policy. However. these 
materials would have to be 
decontaminated according to current 
PCB cleanup policies set forth in EPA’s 
nationwide spill c!eanmp policy. 

The proposal was not intended to act 
as an allemative to the reclassification. 
provision in 40 CFR Part 761 for PCB 
Equipment. PCB Articles. or o’ther PCB 
Items containing PCBa.. The availability 
of decontamination as a means of . 
allowing the fsrther use and distribution 
in commerce of PCB Items is limited to 
the decontamination procedures 
specified in 40 CFR 761.79 for PC5 
Containers and movable equipment in 
storage areas. The )uly, 1%’ proposal 
was intended to merely codify an 
existing (though not specifically 
authorized) practice. 

Two commentora agreed with the 
proposal to allow the distribution in 
commerce and processing of equipment 
and other materials that are adequately 
decontaminated in accordance with spill 
cleanup policies. One commentor 
objected to the terms of the proposer in 
codified 0 76120(c)(S) arguing that it 
could be construed to apply even to the 
metalworking. machining. or similar 
equipment in which used oil with under 
50 ppm PCBa is used . 

. 



. . . 
.._ * -As >tatec! above. this exclusion - 

addresses equipment. structures. and 
other materials lhat have inadvertently 

,r-- 
become contaminated with PCBs > SD 
ppm as 8 result of a spill and have 
subsequently been decontominatcd 
according to the 8ppropriate spill 
cleanup prccedures at the time of 

f : decontamination. The proposed 
larmuage in I 7t1.2C)~cl~51 does not 

. 

clearly-set ,forth the Agency’s intention 
thrr equipment. structures. and other 
materials covcred by &is exception are 
those which have inadvertcnlly become 
contamina!cd with PCBs ahove 59 n~m 

i 

because of spills from. or proximity’ io. a 
PCB Item whose use u-89 authorized. 
S&ion 761.20(cj(5) has been modified to 
be consistent with this intent. 

Since the pmmulpetic~n of EPA’s ‘, 
nationwide PCB Spill Cleanup Policy (52 
FR 10538j. specific c!eancp levels hove 
been established for diftercnt types of 
spills acco rding to the PCB 
coccrntraticn involved in the Spill. the 
type of mctrrial coatanimt-d; and the 
Spill hatiOn. Spills Of lass than 59 ppm 
PCBs are not covererl uadir this pchcy. 

In cstablishicg this cleanup policy for 
typical PCB spi!ls. EPA recognized that 
the risks posed by spiIls of PCBs vary. 
depending upon spi!! Inca;;cn and the’ 
amount of PCBs spiiltd. The PCB 
cleenup policy requires cleanup of PC& 
to diffrrent levels depending upon spill 
ltcction. the poteztiel for cxposwe to 
rcsidur! PC% renzining efler Cie8nLIp. 

the ccnccntraticn oi lhc FCBs initiaily 
spilled and the nature and size of the 
populztion potentially at risk of . 
exposure. Thus, this cleanup po!icy - - 
applies the most stringent requirements 
for spill cleanup to areas where thme is 
the greatest potent& for human 
expos?ues to spilled PC& I.mplicitly.&ie 
further use. Process’+, and distribution 
in commerce or msterids ” _ 

decontaminated in accordance with the ’ 
provisions of the nationwide cleanup 
policy will no: present an unreasonable 
risk. . 

(61 OF&l Rulemaking’Recwd fo: 
“Polychlotineted Biphcnyls (PCBs): 
Manufacturing. Processing. Distribution . 

.: ia Commerce. aad Use Prohibitions: . 
. Response to Individual and Clesa 
Petitions for Exemption.” Docket No. 

materials already decontaminated io . 0-A * fR 2816% IujY lalQ&L 
conformity with regionel policies Prior 1 .:(73 Official Rolemaking Record -from . 
to that date. . . . . “Ifolychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs): - . .( 

A’.‘RuleniakIngRaoord . ’ * 
Man~achuing. Processing. Di6trib;ltion 

. . . . In Commerce. and Use Prohibitions: * 
In accordance with the requirements I. *,. Exclusion. Exemptions. and Use . 

.ofsection 19(a)(3) of TSCA. EPA is Authorizationr.” Docket No. OPTS- 
issuing the following list of docummt8. BM32A. 49 I% 28172 It& 10.1984. 

* which constitutes the record of this &ml, . -48) Official Rrlemekiog Record from 
rulemaking. This record includes basic l PoIychlorinated Bpbeoyls Ipcfb): 
infcrmation considered by the Agency in . kknufac&ring.Prooessing. Distributjon 

Since the eilectivc date of the . 
nationwide cleanup policy (Msy 4.19E7), 
the provi:ions of the policy have 
superseded tl.e regiona! policies 
previous?y in effect. This smendmentof 
cotlrse. excludes from reguttion eligible 

spprqpriete Federal Register ncticcs. 
pubhshed and unpublished reports. 
economic and exposure ensl:;scr. and 
various communications before the final 
rule wes issued. A full Iist of these 
materials will be avai!al!e on requrst 
from EPA’s TSCA .4ssistance office 
listed under “**O~~URTXER INFORYATICX 
CONTACT.:’ However. any Confidential 
Business Inform8 ‘on (CM) that is part 
of the record for % Is rulemzkin~ is not 
avtrihble Yor pubIk rovirw. A public 
version of t5e record frcm which-CBI 
has been deleted. is ovailab!e for 
rinspectioa. * 

A. Pre&b Rukvahing Rcca?s 

(1) Ofiici81 R&making Record from 
“Po!ychlarinsted Blpltenyis (PC%): 
Dispose1 and Marking Ru!t’.” Do&t h’o. 
OpIS-fisOc:, -K FR 73X. February ‘17, 
19x. 

(2) OfScisl Rulemaking Ret-cud from 
“Pal;-chlorint:ed Bpf~enyts (PCBs!: 
Manof8ctorir.g. Froccssirg. Distribution 
in Commprcc. and Use Prohibitions 
Rule,“44 FR 315’14. hfay 31.1979. 

(31 Ofricial Rulerc8king Record-from 
“Polychloricated Eiphenyls (KBs): 
Manrrfacturicg. Prccessiag. Distribution 
in Ccamerce. and Use I’rohititions: Llse 
in Electrical Equipmen:.‘:Dockcl so. 
oI’T’S-Gu);6.47 FR 3734’. A*ugust 25. 

(4) OXci8.l Ru:cneking Record from 
“Polychlorinsted Biphcnyls [PC&): 
Menufac!wi;lr. Processizx. Distribution 
in Commerce.“and Use F&&itiq;: Use 
in Closed and Controlled Waste * 
Manufacturing Processes.” Docket No. 
OPTS52017,47 FR 49980. October ~1. 
1082. 

f?) Official .Rukme&ing Record from 
‘?%3ycLlorineted Biphenyis (PCBs): 
hjanufacturinc. Rocessinc. Distribu!ion 
in Commerce.and Use PrGhibitions: . 
Am8ndmcnt to Use Authbrizbtion for 
PCB Railroad Transformers.” Docket 
No. QPIS-62O20.48 FX 124. J;rnuary 3. 
1983. 

developing this final ralle..including . . b Comt~ctu. and-Us~ Prohibitions. Use 

,f-+- m- - 

1982. 

‘Poiychlrrinatcd Biphcnyls (I’CBb). 
Manufacturing. Processing. Distri’Jutir:;. 
in Commerce. and Use Prchibitions: 
Response IO Exemption Pe!itions.” * 
Docket No. OpT%rWtXiE Sl,FR ZSSSG~ 
Augusl6.19M. 

B. Fedrrcl Regisfer No&s 

{Id) 46 FR 2X3;. May 20,193. 
USEPA. “Polychlorinated Biphenyls 
(PCBs): Manufacture of PCDs in 
Concentrations Below Fifty Parts I& 
hiilliom Possible Exclusion from 
Manufacturing Prohibition: Adv8arr 
Notice of Pronosed Rul~mtii;~~. 

(II) 44 FR 51514. May 31.19%. 
USEPA. “Polychlorinated Biphenyb 
(PC%): Manufacturing. Frccrssinp 
Distrihuticn in Commerce. and Lisr 
Prohibitions.” 

(12) 44 FR 53:33. So~tcxbcr 13. IQ:“. 
USEPA. “Criterie for Cirssif:ration r.f 
So!id \Voste Dirposal focilitirs an? 
Practice:.” ’ - 

(13) 4: FR 47M30.octo!,cr 2:. l!C?. : 

USEPA. “?ol~chloriantei bipf:=ny Is 
(ICE%): Wmufecturing. Processing. 
Distribution in Commerce. and Use 
Prohibitions: t’se in Closed and 
Conlro!led Waste Manu!aclxing 
Processas.” 

(~4) 4i FR 52~166. h’ovcmbcr ‘18. ‘19~. 
USEFA. “Pulp. Paper. and Piiperbohrd 
Point Source Category Effluent 
Limiteticnr Guidelines and Ne:? Source 
Performance Standards; Proposed Rclc.” 

(15) 40 FR 55C76. December 8.1333. 
USEPA. “Foiychlo:ina ted Biphcnyls 
[PCBs): Manufacturing. Processing. 
Distribution in Commerce, end Use 
Prohibitions: Exclusions. Exemptions. 
and Use Authorizations: Proposed 
Rule.” 

(16) 49 FR iI July *it. 19e4. USEPA. 
‘Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PC%): 
Manufacturing. ?‘+ocessi!q. Distribution 
in Commerce. and Use Prohibitions: . 
E\rclusiong Exemptions. and Use 
Autho+zatiocs: Fin81 Rule.” 

(37) 49 FR 2C154. July 10.1984. USE.Ph. 
“Polychloriiated Biphenyls (PCBs): 
Menufectting. Prou?ssing, Distribution 
in Commerce. and Up Prohibitions: 
Response to Individual and Class 
Petitions for Ex&ptiona”- . 

(18]59 FR 19170. July 17.1985. USEPA.. 
“Polpchlorinated Biphenyls in Electrical 
Transformers: Final Rule.” . 
. {IQ) so FR 49x2, November 29.1985, 
USEPA. “Hazardous Waste . 

.Managrmen! SIntern: Recycled Used Cil 
Standards: Proposed Role” - 

.(20) 50 FR 49258, November 29.1985. 
USEPA. S Iazardous Waste . - . 
Manegemenl System: General. 
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Identification and Listing of Iiazerddus 
Waste: Ueed Oil; Reposed Rulcw 

(21) 50 FR 49164. November 29.1985. 

USEp& ‘Hazardous Waste 
Managemenl Syalernz Bwning of Waste 
Fuel and Used Oil Fuel in Boilers and 
Industrial furna~.’ 

(22) Sl FFL 28558, August a. l!mi 
USEPA. “Polychlorineted Biphenyb 
(XCs): Manufacluring,%&zessing. 
Distribution in Commerce. and Use 
Prchibitions: Resp&se to Exemption 
Petitions.” . 

(13) 51 FR 41900. November 19. ~86.’ 
USEPA. “Identification and Listing of 
~j~zardous Waste: Used Oft Notice 
Awouncing Decision Not Toadopt 
Proposed Rule Listing Used Oil 8s a 
!+.jzqrdoos Waste. 

_ 

(14) 52 l=R 10683. April 2 1937. USEPA 
Polgctlorinated Biphenyls Spin 
C.k!snup Policy.” 

(25) 52 FR 25838. ju?y 8.1937. CSEPA 
“Polychlorinated Diphccyts: Exclusions. 
ili~rr.p:ions 8nd Use Authoriutiocs: 
?opos.?d Rule.” 

1:. .%ppor: Dwcumenk 

(26) .4ugcst i. 1936 Sett!ement 
.\qcemcnt filed with United States 
‘loart of Appeals for the District of 
;:i*!.rmbia Circuit. in Docket Nos. oi 
:-Xi1 and 35-1118. 

(27) USEPA. OPTS. EED. Vers8r. Inc. 
“.\ssessment of Exposures Resuliirg 
!mz Rerycle/Reuse of Used Oil 
%n:aining PcBs at Levels Less T5an 50 
lY?.‘?.I” []mkl~, I98i). 

fZ2) CSEFA. OPTS. IXD. Putnam. 
1 iY:;es and BarIett. Inc.. “PCB Rule 
Rd\ision. Cost Effectiveness Analyses 
::nd Estimates of Expssed Popuia tion” 
iylarch. 19371. - 

(29; USEPA OTS Versar, inc. 
“D~wiopmcnt of a S:udy Plan for 
D+nition of PC& Usage. Wastes. and 

. Ps:cntial Substitution in the investment 
CJsting !ndust.ry.” (January. 1976). 

(30) USEPA. OPTS, ETD. RX. Inc 
“Costs of prohibiting Reclaimed 
Investment Casting Wax Containing 
PC86 -&:ow 50 PPM” (DRAFT) 
(September. 1985). 

(31) USEPA.,OF7rS. EED. us ccqyt?sa 
fiouse of Reps, January 17.1965letter 
ifrom Honorable Ralph Regds to 
\Viiliam Prendergast EPA. forwarding 
fsnuaty 10.1485 Ietter from constituenf 
+ar!ee k&eu. Cambridge hu 
Frcducts. Inc. 

(32) USEPA O&i EEL Letter from 
. . . john A. Moora. EPA to Honorable Ralph 

,f+- 
S. Aeguh (january 3.1965). 

-(33) USEPA. OPTS, EED, Potential . . 
FCDF Formation during Combustion of 

il ConPaining bow LaveIs of 
8 

(34) USES’A. OS’l%. EED. “5postu-e 
Estimatea for the Amendment lo the 
p(=B Regulation.” (November 20.1966) 

(35) USEPA. OPTS EED. “Exposure 
Estimates for the’Amendment to the 
p(=8 Regtdation” (December 23.1986). 

(36) USEPA. OPTS. EED. “A Manual 
fctr the Prepar;ltion of Engineering 
Asaessmcnts” (September X196+$ 

(37) USEPA OPTS EED. Letter from 
C. Nelson Schiattar. Edrnont 
Corporation to Dr. jobn Moore. EPA 
[October 15.2984). 

(36) USEPA. OPTS. EED. Letter from 
Dr. Iohn A. Moore, EPA to C. Nelson 
Schlatter. Edmont Corporation 
(November Xi. 1984). 

(39) LJSEPA. OITS. ED. Letter from 
Oswald Scbindler. Intermarket Latex 
Lnc to Martin Halper. EPA (November 
13.1984). _ 

(~1 USEPX. OPTS. EiD. “Addendum 
to the Heat Transfer and ~lvdrauiic 
Systems RIA” (undated). - 

(41) USEPA. OTIS, EFD. “PCBClove 
Requirement Costs: Present ‘Jafue” 
(February. 1957). 

(42) USDA. O’d. PC3 Information 
Survey, deink Direct Dischargers by 
Regionand NPDES Permit Numbers 
(November. 19&t). 

(43) L’SEPA OPTS. ED. Letter from 
Richard S. Wasseztrcm. Arxricez 
Feper Institute. Inc. to Alan Carpien. 
EPA (October ‘Il. 1tW-I). 

(Ad) USEPA OPTS EED. Lettec from 
Richard 1. Kiesel. Attorney for ADCI and 
0.X to John A. Moore. EPA (October 
24. 1964). 

(45) USEPA. OPTS, EED. Lettir from 
Alan Carpien. EPA to Richard 1. Kissel. 
Attomev for ADCI and OMC (November 
20.19mj. 

(46) USEPA. OPT% EED, Letter from 
Timothy S. Hardy, Attorney for CM4 to 
Alan Carmen. EPA (Xovember 27.199% 

(47) US&A. OFT%. EED. Letter from - 
Richard S. Wasserstrom. API to AIan 
Carpien. EPA (August 20.19@5). 

(48) USEPA. OPTS. EED, letter from 
Timothy S. Hardy. Attorney for CM.4. to 
Alan Csrpien. EPA (August 28.1935). 

(49) USEP.4. OPTS, EED. Letter from 
‘)effrey C. Fort. Attorney for NXI and J 
OhlC to Alan Carpien, EPA (qovember 
22 1985). 1’ 

(501 USEPA. OPTS. EED. Ikttcr From 
Suzanne Rudrinski, 

$ 
A to Timothy S. 

Hardy. Attorney’ for . LA a8nU8ry 21. 
1986). . 

(51) USEPA. OPIS,‘EED. Letter from 
Roheti 1. Fensterheim. CM.A to Suzanne 
Rudzinski. EPA (March 19.19Xi). 

. (SZ)+JSEPA. OPI5. EED. Letter from 
Robert J. Fmsterheim. CMA to Suzanne 
Rudzinski. EPA, June 17.1965). 
. (~3) USEPA. OPTS. EED. Letter from 
Suzanne Rudrinski. EPA to Robert 1. 
fenrterheim. c?tLA [)uly 17.1965). 
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(54) USEPA. OFIT. EED. Letter from 
I’oni K. Akn. Attorney for USWAC. to 
Lee M. Thomas. Administrator. EPA 
[August 12 1966). 

(55) USEPA. OPZS. EED. Letter from 
john A. Moore, E?A to Toni K. Allen. 
Attorney for WSWAC (September 9. 
1966). 

(56) USEPA OPTS. EED; Letter from 
Suzanne Rudtinski. EFA to Georre 
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Concentration-based S!andards to Mass 
Based Limitations for PCBs nnder TSCA 

Dthcr S!eguia:ory Ecquircmcnts 

Exerufive O-dcf 12291 . 
2ndcr Lect;tive Order X= issued 
3r;ar-y 1;. 1961. EPA must judge 
lether a rule is a ‘*majcr ru!e.” and 
:refore. subject to the requirement 
ht a RcgulatoF impact Analysis be 
3Percd. EPA has determined that this 
.al ruke is not a. pejor rule” because it 
‘es not meet the triteria set forth in 
ction l(b):of the Exccu!ive 0:dcr. 
The effect on the economy wilfbe the 
soidence’of significant costs which 
ould otherwise be incurred if EPA 
aintoined the existing use 
rthorizations for hvdretrlic end heat 
cnsfet systems. which inc!rde the 
ilon glove requirement. Likewise. the 
~lc avoids the substantial costs 
jsociated with maintaining existing 
rohibitions of activities involving 
roducts containing low levels (under SO 
pm) of PCE contamiahtion. 
No sifnificanl increases in prices we 

xpected to occur as a result of this rule. 
to significant adverse effccls are 
xpecled on competition. employment. 
Ivestment. productivity. innovation. or 
ne ability of the United States.-based 
nlerprises lc compete with foreign- 
ba3ed enterprises. 

.rans!cr systems. and the gentrdl l i 

:xch&n for product3 contaminated 
Fe&) . 

*‘* 
.*‘ 

ivilh PC% at levels below 50 ppm. An? 
iagect on small business cntilrrs is not 
appreciably greeter than the impart 
already being borne by these cr,titicS 
under the existing prohibition cn ‘, 
burning offspecification used oil in 1 
nonindustrial boilers. This ru!~ wi!l 
implement lhe limited restrictions on 
burning PCB-containing used oi! (u~h: 
X) ppm) in a manner such that an! 
additional economic burdens will btn 
borne primarily by the madctrrs of t!w 
used oil. 

This rule was submitted to the Office 
of Macagcmcnt and Budget IOMB) for 
cview as required b> Ewcutive Order 
.1291. 

3. R@cfo,~ F1exibih.r Act 

Sectidri 603 of the Regulate* 4. 
. rlexibility Act [the Act) (15 U.S.C. 601 

5~ seq.. Pub. L. 8653-l. September 19. 
t9Bo). requires EPA to prepare and make 
svaiiable for comrnecl a regulatory 
nexibility analysis in connection with 
nrlemakicg. Tne initial regJatory 
nexibihty analysis described the impact 
of the proposed rule on small business 
entities. Section 6OS[b) of lhe Act “shall 
not apply lo anv proposed or final rule if 
the Agency ce&esIhat the rule will 
not, if promulgated. have a significant 
economic impact QD a s3bs:antial 
number of small entities.” 

C PapemorA Rc*dsction Act 

The Fapenvork Reduction Act of l!Xi;’ 
44 U.S.C. 3500: et sty.. acthcrizcs thr 
Director of OXfB to review cer:ain 
information collection requests by 
Federal agencies. Under OME Contro! 
Number ZOX-CKXt6. Ohm has approved 
an information collection req2csl 
submitted by EPA in connection with 
the recordkeeping and reporting 

: 
. 

requircmenb which facilitate the . 

implementation and enforcement of the , i 
Uncontrolled PCBs Rule. Furtl.er. undr: : 
OMS Control Number 29-T. OXtD 
has approved the information collec:ic:1 
requirements (including invoice shippicp 
papers. certifications, and used oil 
analysis) which faciliiatc the 
imptiemzntation of the prohibition t:n 
burning certain used oii fuels in 
nonindustrial boilers. Ohi has also . 
approved the provisions oi this final 
rule. which requires lhat information 
related to PCBs in used oil fuels be 
added to the existing iniormation 
co~lectior,s previously approved by 
OMB. 

List of Subjects in 4c CFR Part Xi1 
Environmental protection. Hazardous 

materials. Labeiing. Polychlorinated 
biphenyis. Reporting and Recor dkeeping 
requirements. 

In accordance with section tias(b) of 

Dale& lune 8. 19fia. 
Lee M. Tbomar. 
tidmir;istmtor. 

Therefore. 40 CFR Pert 761 is 
lhe Act. EPA certifies that thl3 rule will * amended as foliow3: - . 
no1 have a Bipifkmt impact on a _ 
substantial number of small businesses. 
The role is. in fact. nondism+in alory in 
tl3 impacl on business entilieo. and the . 
(mpact.on ali business entities is l - 
generally lo exdudefrom regulation . 
dctiritier currently prohibited under 
TSCA sectionsje). and not previotdy . 
aothorized. exempted. or exchded,by 
regulation. Sraall businesses will share . 
equa!ly fa the benefit3 of this rule. . . . 

PART 761+4M&~’ - 
- . ;’ -. . 

L The authofiy citation for Part 561 
continues bread. as follows: . . 

hutborityz 15 US.C ~si15.2fC. and 2811: 
Subpsri C also iuued under 15 U.S.C 2614. 
andUn& . - 

z In 0 761.1 by &dding’Paragraph If){;] 
lo read a’s ‘follows: 

*. - 
including the e’iiminat%n of&he Vilon . _- 0 76t.l &PtbwtY. 
gloverequirementintheuso.: . . . . .* ; l -0 . .* l 

. authorfzation for hydraulic and heat - : (0 l l l I- 



(4) Exepl as provided in 0 761.20 (d] 
and le). persons who process distribute 
in commercr or use product5 wotkning I 
excluded PCB products as def& in 
0 7613, are exempt from the 
requiremats al Subpart B d this Part. 

3. In f 761.3 by sdding and 
alphabetically insert@ a defmition ior 
“Excluded PCB producta.” “Market/ 
Market&s.*’ and ‘Quantifiable bvelj 
Level of Detection/and by revising the 
definitiorrP for ‘* alified lucinerator” 
and “Recycled &I 5” to read as follows: 

p781.3 Ddhtttorra . 
.  .  .  .  l 

‘*Excluded PCB prod&” means PCB 
materials which appear at 

concentrations less than 50 ppin. 
in&dir!! but not limited to: 

(1 J Ken-Amclor inadvertently 
generated PCBB a5 a byproduct or 
impurity resulting from a chemical 
icanufacturing process. 

(21 Products contaminated with 
hroclor or other PCB materials from 

- . historic PCB uses (investment casting 
waxes are one example). 

(31 Recycled fluids and/or equipment 
contaminated during use involving the 
products described in paragraphs (I) 
rind (2) of this definition (heat transfer 
and hydraulic ftuids and equipment and 
o:hcr electrical equipment ccmponents 
and fluids are examples). 

(4) Used oils, provided that in the 
cases of paragraph5 (I) through (4).of 
this definition: 

(i) The products or source of the 
prcducts conlaining < SO ppm 
concentration PCBs were IegaIly 
manufactured processed. distributed in 
commerce. or used bhfore October I, 
1st. 

(ii) The products or source of the 
products containiig < SO ppm 
concentration5 PCB.5 were legally 

. manufactured. processed, distributed in 
commerce. or used. i.e.. pursuant to 
authority granted by EPA regulation. by 
exemption petition, by 5ettIement 
agreement, or pursuant to other’Agency 
approved programs: 

(iii) The resulting p(=B concentration a 
(i.e. below 50 ppm) is not a result of 
dilution, or leaks and spills of PCBB in 

. concentrations over 50 ppm. 
. . . . . I 

* 
- “.\iarket/Marketers” means the 

\ 
processing or distributing in commerce. 
or the person who processes or 

idistributes in commerce. used oil fuels 
to b;tmem or other marketers. and may 
include the generator of the fuel if it 
markets the fuel directly to the burner. 

_. _ . . . . . 
“Qualified incinerator” means one of 

following: 

p&&ions of 0 761.1O:hy ievd of PCB 
(I) An incinerator a&roved under the 

concentration can be destroyed in an 
incinaatcw approved under 3 781.7~ 

(2) A high efficiency boiler which 
_ . 

complim *lb the criteria of 
5 7BLeO(a)(2)(iii)lA). and for whkb the 
operator ha5 given written notice to the 
appropriate EPA Regional Administrator 
in accordance with the notification 
requirements for the burning of mineral 
oil die&tic fiuid under. 
0 76l&O(a)(2)(iii)(B) 

(3) An incinerator approved under 
section 3005(c) of the Re5oun+ 
Conservation and Recovery Act (42 
u.s.c e92qc)j (R-1. 

(4) IndustriaJ furnaces and boiiers 
which are identified in 40 CFR 260.10 
and 50 CFR 2fi8.41(b) when operating at 
their normal operating temperature5 
(this prohibits feeding fluids. above the 
level of detection. du.inR either startuo 
or shutdown operations). 

“Ouantifiable LevellLcvel of 
DelGction” means 2 m&grams per 
gram from any resolvable gas 
chromatographic peak i.e. 2 ppm. 
. . . . . 

.“Recycled PCEts” mean5 those PCBe 

wiikh appear in the processing of pepcr 
products or asphalt roofing materials 
from PCB-contaminated raw materials. 
Processes which Ecycle PCBs must 
meet the following requirements: 

(I) There are no detectable 
concentrations of PCBs in asphalt 
roofing material products leaving the 
processing site. 

. . . . . 
E 761~0 m. 

(a) if0 persons may use any PCB. or 
any KB Item regardicE- uf 
conmntration. in any manner other than 
in a totally enclosed manner within the 
United Sta!es unlejs authotied under 
0 761.30, except that: 

(1) An-authorization is not required to 
use those PCBs or PCB Items which 
consist of excluded PCB products as 
defined in Q 761.3. 

(2) The concentration of FCB9 in paper 
products leaving any manufacturing site 
processing paper products. or in paper 
product5 imported into the United 
Stales. must have an annual average of 
less than 25 ppm with a SO ppm 
maximum. 

(3) The release of PCBs at the Point at 
which emirsions are vented to ambient 
air must be less than 10 ppm. 

(4) The amount of fu-oclor PC& added 
to water discharged from an asphalt 
roofing processing site mutt at all times 
be less than 3 miwms per liter (rg/ 
t) for total Aroclors (roughly 3 parts 
billion (3 ppb)). Water dixhager fr or 
the processingof paper &ducts must at 
all times be less than 3 m&rograms per 
liter kg/l) for total Arodort (roughly 3 
ppb). or comply UNI the equivalent 
mass-based limitabon. 

(5) Disposal of a$y other process 
wastes at concentrations of 50 ppm or 
greater must be in acandanee with 
SJbpart D of thi8 pah 

41 In 5 761.20 by rev’5ing paragraph (a) 
and the introductory text of p5ragreph 
(c). and by adding Pu5grePh5 Ic) (5) and 
(e]. and the OMB control number to read 
a5 followa: 

; 

(2) An authorizetian is not required to 
use those PCBs or PCB Items resulting 
from an excluded manufacturing process 
or recycled FCB5 as defined in 3 761.3. 
provided all applicable conditions of 
0 761.1(r) are met. 

(3) &I authorization is not required to 
use those PCB Items which contain or 
whose surfaces have been in contact 
with excluded PCB p:oduc:s as defined 
in P 7613. 

(4) &I au!horization is not required to 
apply sewage sludges. contaminated . 
with PCBs below 50 ppm. to land when 
regulated by authorir?es under the Clean 
Water Act and the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act. 
. . . . . 

(cl No persons may process or 
distribute in commerce any PCB. or any 
PCB item regardless of concentration. 
for use within the United States or for 
export from the United States without 
an exemption. except that an exemption 
is not required to process or diEtribute in 
commxe PCBs or FCB Items resulting 
from an excluded manufacturing process 
as defined ia 0 761~ or to pm or 
distribute in commerce recycled PCBs as 
defined in 0 761.3, or to process 6r 
distribute in cop~z~erce excluded PCB 
products as defined in 0 7613. provided 
that all applicable condition5 of 
0 761.1(Tj are meL l.n addition. the 
activities described iti paragraphs (c) (I) 
through (5) of this section may also be 
conducted without an exemptio% under 
the conditions specSed therein. ’ 
. . . . . 

(5) Equipment. structures. or other 
material5 that were contaminated with 
PCBs because of spills from. or 
proximity ta a FCII Item > 51, ppm. and 
which are not otherwise authorized for 
use or distibotioa io commerce under 
this part. may be distributed in 
commerce, provided that these materials 
were decontaminated in accordan- 
with applicable EPA PCB spill cleanup 
policies in effect at the time of the 
decontamination or. if not previously 
decontaminated. at the time of the 
distribution in commerce. 
. . . . . 

. 
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- l -‘** -iieiln addition to 8nv au&cable . accordance with the testing procedures 
described in P 76l.#)(g)(2). However, for 
purposes of this pert if any PCBs al a 
concentration of 50 ppm or greater have 
been added to the container or * 
equipment. then the total container 
contents must be considered as heving a 
PCB concentration of SO ppm or greater 
for purposes of coinplying with the 
disposal requirem+nts of this pan : 

(iii] Other information document&g 
that the used oil fuel does no! coniain 
quantifiaqe levels (2 ppm) of PCBs m8y 
onsist of either personal. special 

L owledge of the source and 
composition of the used 0% or 8 
certification from the person general@ 
the used oil claiming that tha oil 
contains no detectable PCBs. 

(3) Restrictions on burning. (i) Used 
oif containing any quantifiable levels of 
PCB may be burned for energy recovery 
onty in.the combustion facilities 
identified in paragraph (e)(I) oi this 
section when such facilities are 
operating at normal operating 
temperatures (this prohibits feeding 
these fuels during either startup or 
shufdown operations). Owners and 
operators of such facilities are “burners” 
of used oil fuels. 

re&rements under 4dCF% Part 266 
Subpart E. marketers and burners of 
used oil who market (process or 
distribute in commerce) for energy 
recovery. used oil containing any 
quantifiable level of PCBs are subject to 
the following requiremelns: 

(I) Restrictions on morkefing. Uskd oil 
cdntaining any quantifiable level of 
PCBs (2 ppm) Tay. be marketed .only to; 
N($$;al$d mcmemtors 8s defined in 

(ii] Othe; karketers identified in 50 
cm 2@3.41(8](1). 

(iii) Burners identified ir~ 40 CFR 
266.41(b). Only burners in the 
l utomo:ive industry may bum used oil 
generated from automotive sources in 
used oil-fired space heeters provided the 
provisions of 40 CFR 266.41(b)(Z)(iii) (A), 
(B) and (C) are met. The Regional 
Administrator may grant a variance for 
e boiler that does not meet the40 CFR 
266.4115) criteria after considering the 
critf%a Wed in 43 CFR 260.32 (a) 
through (f). The applicant must address 
L&e relevant criteria contained in 40 CFR 
2M.32 (a) through (r) in an 8ppLcation to 
the Regional Administrator. 

(2) Tesfing of used oil fuel. Used oil to0 
bc burned for energy recoverj is 
presumed to conlain quantifiable levels 
12 ppm) of PCB unless the marketer 
obtains analyses (testing) or o!her 
ir,forination that the used oil fuel does 
not contain quantifiable levels of PC&. 

(i) The person wbo first claims tha18 
used oil fuel does not contain 
quantifiable level (2 ppm) PCB must 
obtain analysts or other information to 
support that claim. 

(ii) Testing to determine the PCB 
concentration in used oil may be 
conducted on individual samples, or in 

.: 

in paragraph (e)(I) of this section and p&Y 
identify the class of burner he quatifics. 

(4) Recordkeeping requiaemenfs. The 
following recordkeeping requiremen 
are in eddition to the recordkeeping 
requirements for marketers found in $ 
CFR 266.43(b)16) (i) end [ii). and for 
I&imers found in 40 CFR 266.44(e). I- 

(i) Marketers. Marketers who first : 
claim that the used oil fuel contains.no 
detectable PCBs must include among 11:: 
records required by 40 CFR 
26&43(b)(S)(i). copies of the analvsis or 
other informetion documenting iis 
claim. end he must indude emong Ihr? 
records required by 40 CFR 
266.43[b)(B)jii). 8 copy of each 
certification notice received or prepa:.-.I 
relating lo transactions involving PC& 
containing used oil. 

[ii) Burners. Bumera must include 
among the records required by 40 CfR 
26&44(e). 8 copy of each certification 
notice required by paragraph (e)(3![iii) 
of this section thal he sends to a 

: 

msrkclcr. * 
. I’ s 

: 

(ii) Before a burner accep:s froin a 
marketer the first shipment of used oil 
fuel containing detectable PCBs (2 ppm). 
the burner must provide the marketer 8 
one-time written a+ signed notice 
ocr:ifying that: . . . 

(Approved by the office of Managenent t.L ( 
Budret under OAlD contiol numl~~r PKr)- : 
0047) I 

0 761.30 [Amended] 

5. In 5 761.30 by removing paragraphs 
(d) (6) and [7) and paragraphs (e) (61 az-15 
(71. 

6. In E X1.30. in the introductory text 
of paragraphs Id) and (e), by revising t5l: ’ 

[A) Ihe burner has comp?ied ~7th any 
reference “paragraphs [d) (I) through 

notification requirements applicable lo (7)” to read “paragraphs (d] (I) through z 

“qudified incinerators” (5 7613) or to (5)” and the reference “paragraphs [e] 

“burners” regulated under 40 CFiX Part (I) through (7)” to read “paragraphs [r) 

266. Subbart E. (I) through (51” respectively. 

(B) The burner will bum the used oil (FR DOC. 88-14291 Filed &?4-gq: 8~45 an] 
only in a combustion faci!ity idcntificd BUM co3E mwa-Y _ 

. 
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